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decision making."
Ashley Elder, USG presidential
candidate, disagreed w ith the proposals to take USG's agendas to student organizations IK- said USG
should speak to individual students
instead.
"We have a huge problem en Mil

STAFF WRITER

Caillin Hall will be one of the
many children that the dancers at
Dance Marathon entertain and support this weekend
Caitlin. a 5-year-old from Toledo,
was born with a congenital heart
defect.
Sponsoring Caitlin will be the
Off-Campus Student Center. Hillel.
Residence Life and Emerging Leaders.
The Hall family is looking forward to attending their first Dance
Marathon Saturday.
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Popovich
Elder
Amend
emic advisors don't know their subhands right now. People are not taking stock in the work being done." ject areas, people are led astray. We
Elder said. "We need to start at the want to increase the advising stangrassroots level to get students dard by implementing an evaluation
process."
involved."
As evidence of students' lack of
Amend agreed academic advisors
involvement in USG, Elder cited are important, but pointed to other
Statistics that the average turnout for areas where students can be helped
USG elections in the 1990s has been academically.
"We need to publicize teacher
around 7 or 8 percent.
Another question asked of the evaluations and teacher syllabi,"
candidates dealt with the role of aca- Amend said. "You as a student can
demic advising.
see which professors will give essay
Elder said academic advising has exams and which will make you
both positive and negative effects on write papers, and decide which
students.
learning styles are best for you."
Funding for student organizations
"Academic advising is a great
thing. It helps level the playing and the use of general fees were
field," Elder said. "However, acadeanother issue discussed at the
mic advising is a hindrance for a lot debate.
"When you see the pie chart of
of students. We need to realize that it
is not the end-all. be-all. There are our general fees, a huge chunk of it
other resources students can use. goes to athletics. Is that really how it
like the math lab. the writing lab, should be?" Amend said.
and other students."
Amend said funding for athletics
is important and should be mainPopovich disagreed, saying academic advisors should play a larger tained.
role.
"Especially now without a
Union, we need something to unite
"Academic advisors help us in
both academic and personal decisions. " Popovich said. "When acadi See USG, page 8.

One yeai after the difficult transition in the e-mail system. University
officials arc still struggling with
problems.
Ann Marie Lancaster, vice
provost of technology, said that the
major problems have been resolved.
'There are some issues," Lancaster said "With any large system
there are issues, but by and large it is
stable "
One of the current issues is that
some messages are marked as read
before they've been read. As a
result, users who rely on POPe-mail
programs such as Ludora and Outlook may never see some of their
messas.
"That's been an ongoing problem." said Bill Gerwin. systems support manager for Information Technology Services "You never got the
mail, but it's sitting on the server
because it was marked |as read] —
Generally, if you use Eudora for all
your e-mail, you'll never know."
Gerwin said the problem has
been known for about two months
and an e-mail message has been sent
MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News to users regarding the problem.
However, it is impossible lor ITS to
CAMPAIGN — Three USG candidates explain their platforms at know who it affects and when.
'The only way you know is if
the debate held yesterday. Elections will be held March 28-30.
you gel on Lotus Ni ites and see messages that you've never seen
before," Gerwin said.
Lancaster said the problem typically affects users if they haven't
downloaded e mail in a couple of
days.
That some unread messages get
marked as read is a fault in the Lotus
Caitlin is not the first in her Hall said.
N.tes software. It has been recogfamily to suffer from a carHall said that the family has kept
h
diac disease
Troy Jr.. positive even with having had two nized and documented by Lotus
technicians. Gerwin said. He
" n who would be her children with a cardiac disease
added that though the problem is
older brother, dli
"We are grateful loi everything known, there is no target date lor
10 months of age
we have," she said.
when it will be resolved
form a heart disorOne of the organizations sponsorAnother problem is that some
der.
ing Caitlin, Emerging Leaders, users from Toledo have had difficul
It is for this reaentertained
the
girl
and
her
family
ty
getting their e-mail through the
son that the Hall
remote access system. That problem
family has been for the evening Monday.
She left on a positive impression was due to the modem bank and
able to better cope
Sprint, which. Gerwin said, is workwith their daughter \ on the group
ing on the problem.
'She is a very sweet girl. Very
heart condition,
Other problems Lancaster menc S
"I look at it as the energetic and outgoing,'' said Brian
worst thing that can hap- Tccts. dance group representative tioned are server time-outs that people have experienced when attempttor Emerging I caders. 'She's re a 11 >
pen, happened
Anything
ing to access e-mail, which she
beyond that, we can overcome,''
looking forward to this weekend."
attributed to network difficulties,
and periods of five to 10 minutes at
a time, when e-mail is unavailable.
Lancaster said those periods were
due to the fact that the Lotus Notes
server periodically needs to be
rebooted
Gerwin said that problems with
mail How have been solved. There
was a problem earlier in the semester with messages not getting delivered for long periods of time.
"I believe mail is getting delivJENNIFER LULEY
STAFF WRITFR
ered if it is addressed correctly,"
Gerwin said. "For the last three
weeks things have been flowing
Almost one year after the implewell."
mentation of University President
There are also a host of technical
Sidney Ribeau's Faculty and Staff
issues with the e-mail system, as
Compensation Plan, the program
well as occasional problems with
continues to increase the salaries of
Lotus Notes clients that cause stuUniversity employees.
dents to be unable to log on-«l irnd
The plan was intended to make
their mail in the Lotus Notes prothe wages of faculty, administrative
Linda Dobb gram
and classifier1 staff more competitive with similar universities and
"It's not an easy situation for us."
Interim fti most and Vice President for
institutions. Although slightly diffet
Gerwin said "It's a svstem that docs
Academic Affairs
ent in its method this year, the
deliver mail, but it's got enough
effects will continue to be felt, said
problems that we're kept busy keepLinda Dobb. interim provost and reviewed and adjusted as needed.
ing track of them "
vice president for academic affairs
"It's a complicated system," LanAccording to Dobb. specific
"The University has struggled lot
changes for faculty, administrative caster said. "Part of resolving proba number of years with not having
and classified staff arc addressed by lems is identifying them. I think
competitive salaries, particularly the plan. In its inaugural year. Uniwe've made a lot of progress with
with faculty." Dobb said.
versity faculty underwent four identifying problems "
In an effort to combat that. changes to then salaries
Ribeau announced the Faculty and
- A i percent across the board
Staff Compensation Plan in his increase in salaries
opening-day address in August of
1998.
i See RAISES, page 8.
"Time and time again. I ha\e said
that our greatest resource at Bow ling
Green Slate University is not the
7
buildings.
the
technological
advancements, or even the physical
plant, but rather the human
resources that truly make BGSU the
University it is today," Ribeau said.
In a letter to the University's
Board of Trustees. Ribeau addressed
the need to stay committed to faculty and staff.
'The priority of faculty and staff
compensation is reflective of our
institutional commitment to recruit
and retain the faculty and staff who
put forth their best efforts on behalf
of the University, its vision, its values and its students." he wrote.
The plan in place now is what the
■ Ruggers fall to IUP for
University adopted to address the
second straight year.
issue. Slated to be a five to seven
year plan, Dobb said each year it is

Hall family grateful for Dance Marathon
CRAIG G1EEORD

WORLD NEWS
OPINION

Problems
with
e-mail still
pop up

Candidates debate platforms
The candidates for Undergraduate Student Oovemment president
sought to define themselves in
debates yesterday evening.
USG's Elections and Opinions
Board held a debate for the presidential candidates. After the candidates introduced themselves, members of the audience were able to
submit questions fur the candidates
Qnc of the first questions dealt
with how the candidates perceived
USG's future.
Greg Amend. USG presidential
candidate, said an important part of
USG's future is its accessibility to
student organizations.
"Our goal is to go to organizations and tell them 'Here's what
were doing, what do you think?'
Every voice needs to be heard,'"
Amend said.
Marcos Popovich. another candidate for USG president, agreed that
student organizations need to be
informed about USG's activities.
"We want to get students connected to USG," Popovich said. "If
the undergraduate students believe
in USG. they will want to be
involved in it. They need to be connected and able to participate in

THURSDAY
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"I don't know what to expect, but
if the mini marathon is any indication, it should be totally cool and
Caitlin will get their undivided
attention, which is awesome." said
Julie Hall. Caitlin's mother.
Hall admires the willingness ol
the University students to dance lor
the children.
"I have appreciation for seeing
that they do this," she said. "It is
cool to see that some 19-year-olds
have that kind of understanding. I
give them a lot of credit and support."
Hall said her daughter is not limited by her heart disease and even
participates in sporting activities

such as gymnastics and swimming.
"I haven't limited her
I'm just been very protective." Hall said. "She
does everything thai
normal kids do. Still
runs and plays and
jumps."
Even
though
Caitlin lives the life
of a normal child,
this does not keep her
mother from worrying.
"I've always worried,
'can she do this, can she do
that,' and I always worry when
she falls."

University continues to
increase faculty wages

"The University has
struggled for a
number of years with
not having
competitive salaries,
particularly with
faculty."

Burning

for Bush
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MICHAEL LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News

WAITIN' — Bush fanatics began camping out
for concert tickets as early as 8:00 p.m. last
evening. The tickets went on sale this morning
at 8:00 a.m. in Saddlemire. Over 4,000 tickets
will go on sate for the April 11, concert. (Above)
Eric Sponseller, freshman accounting major,
spent the evening with his friends and took the
opportunity to cook up a few dogs on his
portable grill. (Left) Dani Rainsburg, freshman
sports marketing major, passed the time by
playing a few rounds of Solitare.
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Secretary says there is consensus to cut oil prices

PARIS (AP) — U.S. Energy Secretary Bill Richardson expressed
confidence Wednesday that oil-producing nations will increase production in a move likely to reduce soaring oil prices.
"One month ago. most said that
an increase in oil supply was not
needed," Richardson said during a
break in talks with representatives of
OPEC nations. 'Today, most say
that there is a need to increase output."
The Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries meets March
27 in Vienna.

'he Nation
In Brief
Officer shooting tests race
relations in Providence
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) —
Police were accustomed (o being
called to Fidas Restaurant, a latenight diner where people gathered,
and often brawled, when the nightclubs closed.
But one night in January, a disturbance didn't end with the usual
roundup of troublemakers.
An off-duty black officer rushed
to aid two white officers, who mistook him for a suspect and shot him
to death.
The debate over whether prejudice or bad judgment was to blame
has reached Washington, where Rep.
Patrick Kennedy, D-R.l.. has asked
the Congressional Black Caucus to
examine the case. On Monday, he
will introduce legislation that would
create a task force to study racism in
police departments and other government agencies.

CHELYABINSK. Russia —
Tractors are the key to how Valery
Pozdeyev will vote in Russia's presidential election on Sunday.
Look at the output at the
Chelyabinsk Tractor Factory, a minimetropolis of tin-roofed warehouses, grease puddles and conveyor
belts that dominates the skyline and
economy of the Siberian city where
Pozdeyev is deputy director.
In 1989. during the communist
era. the factory made 2,580 tractors
a month. By 1998, output had plummeted to just eight tractors a month;
now, 250 tractors a month roll off
factory assembly lines.
Pozdeyev credits acting President
Vladimir Putin with the recent
growth and plans to vote for him.
In industrial regions across Russia, Putin is reaping political benefits from an improved economy that
has convinced many that, as
Pozdeyev puts it, "returning to the
Soviet era is not the only path to
prosperity."
Not that Chelyabinsk. 950 miles
east of Moscow, is prosperous now;
it's just not as poor as a few years
ago, during the worst of Russia's
post-Soviet recession.
The region's renowned nuclear
research facilities sit idle. Residents
who developed cancer living downstream from nuclear test sites cannot
afford treatment. Major highways
are slalom courses of months-old
snow and ice because most snowplows are broken. Organized crime
and corruption are rampant, as are
deals for barter instead of cash.
Bus stops are plastered with
posters offering jobs at metallurgy
and machine-building factories, a
welcome sign after years of layoffs.
Shoppers swarm an outdoor market
offering cheap Chinese radios.
Putin has almost nothing to do
with what's happening in Russia's
economy. Analysts tie the boost in
domestic production to the 1998
ruble crash, which forced most consumers to abandon expensive
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Associated Pres

ELECTIONS — Two Russian men talk about the book entitled "From the First Person — Conversation with Vladimir Putin," that they
received during a rally in support of acting Russian Vladimir in downtown Moscow.

imports and reach for long-forgotten
homegrown brands.
While Putin is widely expected to
win. some people in Russia's vast
hinterland say whoever heads the
government won't make any difference. Around Russia's regions.
many voters feel betrayed and alienated by Kremlin politics after a
decade in which a small elite
amassed fortunes while their salaries
and savings shriveled.
"Moscow has nothing to do with

us. The politicians there are comipt
and don't care what happens to us."
Nina Fazeyeva said, tucking her
white hair into her fuzzy headscarf
and watching over her wares: homegrown beets and carrots piled on an
overturned cardboard box at an outdoor market.
Reformers say that frustration
might not be such a bad thing for
democracy, helping the country to
develop stable institutions.
"People are no longer waiting for
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Bee informed...
Read the BG NEWS

353-0988
104 S. Main
Check us out at: www.easystreetcafe.net
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General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available
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Become a community friend mentor ...
through AmeriCorps
■

As a full-time member, you can receive:
$8,300 living stipend
Single Coverage Health Insurance
Child Care, if needed
At the completion of 1700 hours, receive
a $4,700 educational award to use for college.

As a part-time member, you can receive:
A $4,300 living stipend
At the completion of 900 hours of service,
receive a $2,300 education award.

Take a year.
Make a difference.

Q

Contact:

Z
|

Renee Kolby,
AmeriCorps Director

K
Q

419-251-1379
or

We'd like to add you to the dynamic team of
professionals who contribute dally to Amerttech's
reputation for excellence. As a leader In
communications, we're energized to provide
innovative solutions for our customers' expanding
communications needs. We're prepared to match
your commitment with training, support and
opportunities for professional growth.

Telephone Account Manager
• Entry level sales
• Excellent career advancement for direct
outside sales

Meet with our
representatives on campus
Friday, March 24th.
We offer an excellent compensation program,
outstanding benefits and an environment conducive <
to personal and professional growth. If you are unable
to meet with us in person, please mail/fax/e-mail your
resume to: RTA/155 S. Executive Drive, Sulle 108,
Brookfield, Wl S3005. Fax: 262 827-3959. E-mail:
jobi@rta-lnc.com JOB CODE: Ameritcch/TAM

AmeriCorps
Getting Things Done

?

An equal opportunity employer
committed to a diverse work force.
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805THURST1N -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- S590 00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $510.00
517 E. REED -AT Thurstin One Bedroom, I Bath, Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year- Two Person Rate- $475.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- S405.00
451 THURSTIN Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath.
School Year- One Perdson Rate- $350.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $320.00
605 SFCOND -One Bedroom, Unfurnished.
School Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
707 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $440 00
802 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall Dishwashers.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $550.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rale - $465.00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall,
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rale- $535.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- $440.00
505 CLOUGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Balh Plus Vanity.
School Year- Two Person Rale- S610.00
One Year- Two Person Rale- $540.00
615 SECOND -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Balh.
School Year- Two Person Rale- $586.00
One Year- Two Person Rale- $490.00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- One Person Rale- $425.00
One Year- One Person Rale- $375.00
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom. Furnished, 1 Balh plus Vanity in BR. School
Year- Two Person Rale- $560.00
One Year- Two Person Rale- $490.00
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom. Unfurnished, 1 Balh.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
One Year- $465.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rate- $495.00
One Year- Four Person Rale- $425.00

HOUSES FOR RENT
712 FOURTH «E - NEWLY CONSTRUCTED 3 Bedroom, 2 Balh with
dishwasher, washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. Available May 20,2000.
$840.00 pe' month plus all utJWes.
1501f2 MANVILLE - One bedroom uastan unit Urr*2peoole.
$40000 per month plus all utilities. Deposit $400.00.
W-—
Available May 20,2000.
l|iWB^»»
714 EIGHTH -Quotex. UnB A Only. Two 2 bedroom units. Limit 2 people per uTft

$600.00 per month plus mattes Deposit $600.00.
Available August 24,2000.

^1~*!B>*

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

<Afi!efitech

Liz Sheets
Wood County Board of MRDD
* 419 352-4300 or lisheets@wcnet.org
r
http://www.woodmrdd.org

Wear out,

One Year- One Person Rate- $330.00

i

friends to you?

Develop friendships with persons with developmental
_ disabilities. Go for a walk, go to the park, help enable
® someone to be a part of their community. Recruit volunteers to
T, be community friend volunteers.

Chelyabinsk has seen little campaigning for the presidential vote.
The only election billboards downtown are for a minor candidate.
Umar Dzhabrailov. who most local
voters had never heard of.
Even without campaign posters,
support for Putin in Russia's regions
is strong. Much of that is thanks to
stale domination of regional media,
which lavish the acting president
with uncritical attention.

You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!

Groovin' Folk/Rock & Funk From The
Southern Hills of Ohio.
www.peachmelba.com

How imnnrtant
important are

salvation from Moscow. They realize they have to take more responsibility for themselves. That is a key
step away from communism." said
Oleg Kozmin. a Chelyabinsk environmental activist.
Regional leaders are wary of
Putin's suggestions that he would
strengthen the central government.
"Moscow is an island that is
floating farther and farther from its
subjects." said Pyotr Sumin. the
Chelyabinsk region's centrist gover-

LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION

Jay Smith M.D.

J

lioto

Rental Office 354-2260
For YoLir Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taco Bel]
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THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Mike Pingree

ALL THINGS IN
MODERATION

Tribune Media Services

OH, MOTHER,
COULD YOU?

How

The Congolese capital of Brazzaville is in shock over Ihe scandalous lale of a 40-ycar-old civil
servant who impregnated not only
his wife but her mother as well,
and both women gave birth to
twins. When the wife learned who
sired her mother's kids, she left
and took her children with her Her
soon-to-be-ex is now living with
her mother He says his attraction
to his mother-in-law is due. in part,
to the fact that she is a better cook
than his wife.

COME RESCUE ME,
SAY, TOMORROW
1

A 25-ycar-old man fell asleep
while watching a pornographic
movie in a sex shop in Reims,
France, on a Saturday night, and
awoke to find himself locked in
and all alone.
But he didn't call the police
until late Sunday, using the opportunity to amuse himself with the
salacious material for about a day
until he got bored.

ICK

Ed O'Rourke claims he spent
one night in 19% hitting about a
half-dozen bars in Tampa. Fla., and
as a result of his "continual consumption." wound up in a "drunken stupor." climbed up an electrical
transformer (which was fenced,
gated and locked), and received a
13.000-volt shock
He was thrown about 40 feel and
burned over 60 percent of his body.
He is now suing the saloons
blaming them for serving him
booze, as he is "unable to control
his urge to drink alcoholic beverages."

venience store. Meng Choi, the
Korean proprietor, responded by
playing dumb and pretending he
couldn't
understand
English.
Meng, who speaks English very
well, told police the conversation
went like this:
"Don't try anything, just give
me the $100."
"I said, 'Why? I no understand
what you want.'"

WELL, SOMEBODY'S
GOT TO DO IT
As a result of their raid of an
adult film store in Lake City, Fla..
the cops have spent the past several weeks watching more than 1,300
pornographic videos. It was necessary for them to determine whether
the store was violating obscenity
laws.

"Just give me the $100."
"What you want $100 for? I
have no thing that cost $100."

Erustrated. the man fled emptyhanded.

Mike Pingree is an editor at the
Boston Herald. Talk back to him
online at bostonherald.com.
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THE WRONG
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45 carters Vf
48 French auto race
city
50 Roman despot
51 Tomd
54 Actor SHver
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beer narrets
Great Lake
Casual farewer
Raw minerals
Reckless
Badacim
Auburn U s state

Ohio weather
Thursday, March 23
AccuWeather* torecasl lor daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

WHERE DID I SLIP UP,
OFFICER?
After filling out a credit card
application at Peebles Department
Store in Hampton. Va„ police said
Kayana Gilchrist. 18, impulsively
decided to rob the place.
Armed with very strong clues as
to her identity — including her
name and address — they arrested
her at her home 90 minutes later.

I NOT KNOW WHAT
You MEAN, MISTAH

animadversion
Pronunciation: "a • n& • lmad • v&r • zh&n
Function: noun

Etymology: Latin animadversio, from aniniadvertere
Dale: 1599

Confronted with a would-be
robber at his Lexington. Ky., con-

1: a critical and usually censorious remark—
often used with on;
2: adverse criticism.

BY RICH MOYER
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It teems lb *W, / remember every
sing Uptto '*Aaty I know.
' - Tht 7>ajUnify Hip
Wlial dots 0»A SIMI] for? Technically, 1j ja jmppBscd to he an aver
age of your class grades and the
number of class hours you have
taken JHit in tht real world it means
NOTHINCrV
'
A bit of tftnages we a minuaum
bis* school GPA as all entrance
requirement and many college students wonn/ about what their college
GPAsvrll say to prospective employed, it's a stupid number that 'the ty treat students differently. A friend
peaple Vi* t high due aw proud of of mine said that he received a C on
ansj tnfcs* 'With a low one are an ettara. He went to the teacher and
ashamed 4f. flinns no reason to be i was upset because he had tried to do
pread oc ashamed at your GPA. A much better. This friend was an
person's GPA does'Itot in any way honor.'role student in high school
acuurasek »«0raatni anything about and dactn t usually get C grades in
college. The professor told him that
thenr*. . .
Every cojhege student learns dif-' he knew C grades were unusual for
lerently. Sotaa struggle through a this student to receive so he would
clast-sssVaystlnTng assignments welf Make, the final exam grade the stuand on lias* and never missing dais dent's final grade in the class. Other
and tna at; elahi with a B. Others exceptions- 16 the rules are made in
can skip every other <*Iass. not read many other situations.
How-could that grade accurately
the book and Mill get an AorB in the
class fines it really seem fair that ' represeltt the performance of that
Uxj each receive the same grade student when exceptions such as this
• hen one Wall/ worked for it and are made?
How then can the students GPA
the aaVa didn't even put forth the
accurately represent anything?
In no way. shape or form does a
We've all Hid the class where
there are ofchj two tests, no projects GPA represent how hard a person
or .extra«pdr» Those two tests alone works, how much they really learn
repine™ y^ur entire grade in the in a class, or what the person can do.
class. Yo» give «ac bad day and So why are GPAs used as require' > our entire .grade Tor that class is ments on scholarship applications?
Miy should one student be punsnot.
Many people don't even tesl ished for working twice as hard at
wolf- ^("'JJB*'" *est anxiety, freeze' something and doing what one person sees as average, when another
Somrarofetsor*' at the Univerai- breezes through and gets rewarded?

A friend of mine had a hard time
adjusting from the sheltered life of
home to college life her freshman
year. She did not receive the high
grades that she was used to receiving in high school. My friend is very
active on campus and truly is a very
intelligent person; she simply made
a mistake and had trouble adjusting
like many other students do. She has
worked VERY hard to bring up her
GPA so that she can meet the minimum GPA requirement for a college
at this University. Being only five
hundredths of a point (two decimal
places over) away from the minimum GPA requirement, she applied
for the college anyway. She was told
that simply because of one bad
semester that pulled down her GPA.
she was unable to join that college or
even major in that area.
Why is there no University assistance to help students like these?
The University has a minimum
accumulative GPA requirement of
2.0. If a student falls under this GPA.
they are placed on probation. This
means that if they do not pull the
GPA up in one semester, they are
kicked out of school. At this point
there is no one there to help a student. Many times this happens to
freshmen who are having trouble
and there is no outreach type of program to help them.
A program set out to help the
troubled students could help the
retention rate of students from freshman to sophomore year and so on.
This program would make the University look like they actually care
about their students and it looks
much more attractive to potential
students.
I do believe in hard work. I know

many people that bust their butts to
get their grades and others that in no
way, shape or form even try in classes and they both end up with the
same final grade. Some people are
good at regurgitating information
back on a test but can't and many
times don't try to think for themselves. (These are the people that
scare me the most.) Others get good
grades but have no people skills at
all. Attributes such as people skills,
hard work and intelligence are all
needed in the work force.
Why should students that work
hard get punished because they
don't learn the same way or as fast
as other people, but they do excel in
these other areas?
I read a very interesting article in
Redbook last month that reported
research being done that finds valedictorians from high school or college are not the most successful people in the long run. The people that
receive average grades are many
times the much more successful
people in the world.
Boy did that ever make me glad
to be receiving average marks in
school.
Besides, with the way society is
now, think about how many famous
people didn't even attend college, or
even make it out of high school.
However, these people were focused
and worked extremely hard to get
where they are today. They didn't
need a GPA to prove anything or get
where they wanted to be.

Question: Have you had problems with your BG,;
. account? If so, what?

Jack Cromley
Freshman
TCOM
>JjYes, I couldn't get
on when the
Spring semester
started."

Michael Buffa
Senior
General Business
"My inbox is now
full of porn."

Tiffanie Riggs
Sophomore
Broadcast Journalism
"Sometimes ifa
slow."

Gina Menuez
Senior
Environmental
Policy "
"I dial in from offcampus, and it
takes rae three or
four tries."

Nick Heim
Senior
Film Studies
"It's been working
fine, except the
one time it tried
to strangle die." •

Laura Salasek is a BG News
columnist. She can be contacted at
salasek @ hotmail. com
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Animal right activists need to wake up
skills, but because of a fictitious
societal label!

Domachowski have all helped this
pipe dream become a reality on the
administrative end of contract negoDr. Ribeau, please do not ever
tiations. Every member of UAO and
the UAOconcen committee has vol- hire a faculty member due to irreleThe MTV CaMpus Invasion Tour unteered an insane amount of hours vant reasoning. According to The
featuring Bush and Moby will be and shown intense dedication BG News, the faculty is only comcoming to Bowling Green's Ander- toward this endeavor. As important- prised of 1.7 percent Hispanic fullson Aram nst April 11th at 8:00. Th* ly. 1 would like to thank the follow- time faculty whereas the student
contracts b*ve betfi Signed by both ing organizations for their generous population is comprised of 2.1 perparties, and tickets go on sale to stu- co-sponsorships the Student Union,
Student Alumni Association, Resi- cent Hispanic students and so this
dents only oil Thursday and Friday dent
Student Association and the justifies hiring more Hispanic faculin tM"'Student Services Forurn of Honors
Student Association have all ty. THIS IS UTTERLY RIDICUSaddletuirc from-8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
made significant co-sponsorships to
AtHJAti Concert director. I can help Offset the immense costs of this LOUS!!!
say thaVour concert committee has event.
If there is an opening in the Psytwo pfiantiesTof this spring concert.
their Support, and back- chology Department to teach Psych
Our first priority h to sell out Ander- ing,Without
none of this would be happen- 413 (Psychology of Selecting Prosdp Arena'which wc don't think will
ing. "
fessors), then you do not make the
bo diffictdt
Once again, I am proud to
Oat \tdsA priority is to guaran- announce that Bowling Green State requirements to apply be that they
tee that Hie student body of Bowling University and UAO have landed arc from the Dominican Republic or
Grefcn gets the first crack at purchas- one 6f the most sought after concert Haiti. No, you do not do this. It is
ing tickets. This, is the reason for stu- events m the country. UAO looks the responsibility of the University
ds* only Mates <m Thursday and Fri- forward to making this event a to find the best dam person who
day |
<
gigantic success. So come out and knows the most and who can teach
There ant roughly 4.500 tickets get your Jackets early while they last. the class the most effectively, not
availabfefdr t*te show, and there arc
that he/she has the right ancestry.
You only have two days!
18.500 studeraS'sl our school.
This is stupid, stupid, stupid. If
I would Just like to stress that
you are worried about what ethniciBrian Kneclin.ni
once' Saturday arrives, any remainty your professors are then go to the
ing unseat tickets will be sold to the
UAOConcert Director
University of Cuba or something. If
general public. When the seats are
tons, they arc gone. We have not
more Hispanics need to be hired
had* a lai|c tfprjng concert at Bowlthen so do more lepers and persons
ing "Green since 'Jo when UAO
with elephantiasis, because this is
brought the Violent Femmes.
Race shouldn't be nothing more than stupidity.
Wc are anticipating a quick sellThis is an education we are trying
out for this event and I would like to factor in hiring Unisee BGSy students to be the ones in versity professors
to receive here, not trying to allow
the scats
the administration to get its percentages balanced out so that it can be
I can't rsaflytxpress how much
1
think
that
Dr.
Ribeau
is
making
this event means to myseif. the cor- considered kosher in regards to
cert coummuie". and UAO. I would a very, very large mistake. How can equal-opportunity. If this continues.
just out ol the blue, call for more
like to take a moment aad thank he.
some of Thr'«>eop"le who have made' Ifistantc faculty? This is positively I am going to transfer. Not that I
one of thai most absurd incidences I can. but if I could...
mis passible.
have ever encountered in all my
' kirn'Jacobs. Wanda Overland. years of ttfe. The president of a uni, Nict H«na«SB?. Nancy Footer, Ed versity calling for professors not on
Greg Jacomet
XVhippie", "itson Bozonne.• Andrea the basis of their higher learned staSv hitman. Pete Laffenv. and Sieve tus nor their exceptional teaching
gregaja@bgnet.bgsu.edu
-T

Bush

and

Moby

coming to town

Letters to the Editor Policy
Da ymfagnee with all of this? We doubt k Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Lowers to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words' (less than twa typed!, double-spaced
pagfef. These are usually in rrspon.se to a current
issue- oft the BGSll campus or Howling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
column* Mil be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave It in the Opinion
JjcUtoa's mailbox. Or, send H on e-mail to
tnnSbgneTbgsu.edi] and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor."

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published dally during
the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed In columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty. University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photoAlso, you can check out back issues of the Opinion graph descriptions.
page oHjhe won at www.bgnews.cora.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.

Smeared Ink I

I am so sick of all these animal
rights activists saying that we are
hurting animals for our own benefit!
First of all, humans run the earth.
We are the "big dogs" on this planet.
Perhaps we dominate because of
our intelligence. We (most of us) are
the smartest "animals" on this planet. Therefore, we have the ability to
outsmart animals and use them for
our own good.
On the other hand, many people
believe that we were given authority
over everything on the Earth by
God. According to the Bible. God
gave humans every plant on the
Earth (for food) and "all the beasts
of the earth and all the birds of the
air and all the creatures that move on
the ground" (Genesis 1: 29-30).
For one reason or another, we do
have authority over all plants and
animals on the Earth. Whether it was
a gift, or it was by chance, we
humans do dominate this planet.
In the same way, why would all
of the animals be here (on Earth) if
they weren't for us?
For thousands of years, man has
been using animals for food, for
help, for clothing, for companions,
for shows, etc. Animals have helped
the human race get by for centuries.
I guess I just can't grasp why
people want us te stop using animals
for everything hut pets. It's almost
as if these people think that animals
are somewhat human.
Fbr example. I have heard people
say things like "the poor horsey's
leg hurts" or "ahh. the horsey must
not be feeling well."
When we say things like that, we
are lowering ourselves down to the
horse's level. We are saying. "I
know how that norse feels because it
has happened to me before." We are
saying "I am no better than that
horse."
When we say things like this, we
might as well invite the horse over
for dinner or out to a movie with us.
You see, the fact is that we
(humans) are the supreme bcimzs en

this planet. "That horse" is trained
(by us) to help win us money, pull
our elegant carriages, or to ride on.
"That horse" is here for us because
we train it to do what we need it to
do.
So we are not equal to that horse
because we control that horse; "that
horse" doesn't control us. When we
lower ourselves down to that level,
we are saying that we have the same
relationship with "that horse" as we
do with other humans.
Some people might argue that we
(us and "that horse") are both living
beings that run on blood, lungs, a
heart, etc.. Wc are both animals, so
we are equal.
However, in reality we are not
equal. For some reason, humans
were intended to use animals to help
them survive on this Earth. That's
just how things were set up.
Now when it comes to animal
suffering. 1 wonder what true "animal suffering" consists of.
Human suffering takes place for
one of two reasons: I) suffering is
part of what living beings have to
deal with here on Earth (which
seems too simple for me) or 2) suffering is for us to learn or grow from
in some way (which is the reason I
believe to be true).
Keeping this in mind, there is
really no reason for animals to suffer. Animals may appear to really
suffer, but you have to remember
that we are looking at them from a
human mind.
Of course 1 believe that animals

feel pain, but that doesn't mean they
are suffering. Just because I have a
headache doesn't mean that I'm suffering from it. Animals have no reason to suffer.
Basically. I explained all this crap
so people could understand that animals are here for our use, and for our
use only.
They are not human, or even
somewhat human. They are animals
here for our benefit whether you like
it or not.
They are here for food, clothing,
extra help, companions, milk, medicine and many other things that I am
forgetting.
You should think of animals as a
gift (to us humans) to help our lives
out in any way they can. This could
be for anything that I listed above.
Once again. I am not for any type
of animal abuse. I am just sick of
people who live their lives fighting
for animal rights. They will never
win because humans will always
dominate the Earth. So it makes no
sense comparing animals to humans.
And if you don't like to eat meat,
then don't. But to me. animals contain many nutrients that are essential
to our diets.
As a matter of fact, I almost
puked when I read an article last
week about how "cows are mistreated" and how humans just use them
for their milk. GIVE ME A
BREAK!!
My main point is that animals
were put here for our own use. We
(humans) dominate the Earth and
use these for our survival. So, please
keep your "ahh" and "the poor little
animal" comments to yourself. If
you don't want to enjoy the gifts we
were given on this Earth, then don't.
But as for me, I've got to step
writing. I've got a fat steak cooking
in the oven and I'm damn hungry.

Todd Niley is a BG News columnist.
Write
to
him
at
nileyt@bgnei.bssu.edu
^^
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Dr. Sam Sheppard's
testimony read at civil trial
THEASSCM IATEO PRESS

CLEVELAND — Jurors trying
to decide whether the late Sam
Sheppard killed his wife more than
four decades ago heard testimony
Wednesday that the doctor gave during his criminal trial about a struggle
with a bushy-haired intruder.
Sheppard is one of about 20 witnesses whose testimony has been —
or will be — read to jurors at the
wrongful imprisonment lawsuit
brought by his son against the state
of Ohio.
The original case inspired "The
Fugitive*1 TV series and movie.
Prosecutor William Mason, who
is defending the state, said time has

left him little choice but to read
words spoken decades ago
"Unfortunately, mosi of the real
strong testimony comes from people
who have died." Mason said. "I
would rather have live witnesses."
Marilyn Sheppard was slain in
her bed July 4, 1954. Her husband.
who claimed the intruder killed his
wife and knocked him unconscious,
was convicted of murder and spent a
decade in prison.
The Supreme Court overturned
the verdict, .sayinj? the trial judge
tailed to shield jurors and witnesses
from negative media reports about
the doctor. Sheppard was acquitted
at a retrial in 1966 and died tour
years later

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000
224 E.W00STER
352-0717

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921,
929, 935 Thurstin)

Associated Press Photo
PROTEST — US Airways flight attendent Yvonne Rel, of Phonix, joins others in protest during a rally Tuesday in Philadelphia.

Travelers deal with potential shutdown of US Airways
THK.ASMK

i Ml I.

PHIS.

Tickctholders
scrambled
to
change their vacation plans, airlines
readied fur an onslaught of stranded
passengers, and flight attendants
demonstrated at airports from Los
Angeles to Boston on Wednesday as
the travel industry braced lor a shutdown at US Airways
The nation's sixth largest airline
has said II "ill shut clown on Satin
day rather than lace random walkouts by its lO.(XX) flight attendants.

who are demanding increased pay
and benefits
The flight attendants have threat
ened to disrupt flights on 49 of the
airline's busiest routes
A shutdown would hit hardest in
the East, where the airline controls a
third of the market. Charlotte. N.C..
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, .ill US
Airways hubs, would be particularly
hard hit.
Wendy
l.atbrope.
28.
ol
Wllliamstown. N.J.. fretted about
her return flight to Philadelphia

from Orlando. Fla.. next Tuesday.
"I'm worried 1 won't be able to
get back. I have a lull-time job and
I'm a graduate student." she said
"I've been planning this trip lor
months."
Travel agents were bombarded
with calls from travelers.
"I've had at least 40 calls
between yesterday afternoon and
this
morning."
said
Howard
Reynolds, owner of Boulevard Travel International in Pawtucket. R.I.

John Taylor of Wilmington, Del.,
said he would drive 5 1/2 hours to
Pittsburgh on Saturday rather than
tly US Airways. "I don"t want to be
stranded. It's my daughter's birthday," he said.
The last major labor-related airline disruption came in February
1999, when American Airlines pilots
staged an illegal sickOUt, forcing the
airline to cancel about 6,700 flights
over 10 days. The last strike
occurred in 1998, when Northwest
v\.is grounded for two weeks.

• 3 bedroom/2 baths
• Furnished
• Close to campus
• Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

GREENBRIAR, INC.

...Get Them While They Last!

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

fjpnnrirsinnnriprsirsinn^^

Romantically
Challenged?
HoJJt>e

Creative Dating is a fun, fast-paced
program which is the cure for the
romantically challenged and dating
deprived. You will gain confidence in
your relationships and walk away
with information like:
• Why we date people who are wrong for us

Creative Dating
i for the
Co^Rekrtn*^

• The 15 Basic Principles of Relationships
• Exciting & Inexpensive Creative
Dating Ideas
• How to tell if someone is truly interested
in you
• The 5 Stages of a relationship
• Who controls relationships
• Why men don't call back
• The 5 characteristics of a healthy
relationship
• Why women go to the bathroom in packs
• and more...

this

summer...
take a course or two
at Cleveland State University

...and transfer those credits
back to the college you're attending.

More than 1,200 courses available
Day and evening classes
Accelerate your degree program...
or get back on schedule

For a free course schedule or to register by phone, call toll-free

1-888-CSU-OHIO
www.csuohio.edu

TONIGHT 7:00
Mac Countryside Lounge
Brought to you by

■

Make the smart choice this summer...choose...

Cleveland State University
Cleveland Slate University is an AA/EOE committed to nondiscrimmation. M/F/H/V encouraged
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Veteran's death recalls Navy record of 6 brothers serving at 1 time
Tilt A r>i*nr«« .->*-r. f »> ,i . .
THE
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Motivated by
empty stomachs, eager hands
reached toward the rumble seat full
of sacks leaking dirt.
A small crowd surrounded the
parked car and the contingent of
Martin boys, who handed out potatoes from the heaping bags — bounty for their neighbors in Flushing.
Queens, from an overnight excursion that otherwise would go unharvested on Long Island farms.
It was the 1930s, the Great
Depression. Everyone was poor, and
everyone was familiar with hunger.
The potatoes meant a sure meal.
The Martin boys were known for
banding together to help out. So it
was no surprise when six of them
joined the Navy in World War II.
even though no six sons from one
family ever served in the Navy at
one time before or, as far as Naval
officials believe, since.
All survived the war. and now

»1_*

_ 1 -1. . . .
K
•i
this unusual
chapter -in .1
the II
U.S.
military's history has closed. Charles,
the last remaining brother, died earlier this year at age 81 following a
lengthy illness.

The boys got their spirit from
their dad. who toiled at two jobs to
feed a family of 13. brought starving
families home to dinner, and once
paid an out-of-work bricklayer to
repair the family fireplace — which
was not really broken — in hopes it
would restore the man's pride.
Like their dad, the boys believed
in family and in community, in an
age when many city neighborhoods
were as caring as small towns.
That's why the neighbors found it
natural when most of the Martin
sons went off to World War II.
"Nobody questioned it." recalled
sister Agnes Martin. "Nobody
thought it was anything outstanding.
It was always what people did."
Each time a Martin walked into
the recruitment office, their mother
grabbed needle and thread and

added another gold star to the navy
blue flag at the front window. The
six stars represented her boys.
Military historians doubt that one
family will ever contribute so many
sons again to a war. That is due partly to today's smaller families. In
1930, a U.S family averaged 4.1
people; now the average family size
is about 2.5.
"Just finding six brothers of military age. well. I guess you could, but
it wouldn't be probable." said Jerry
Cooper, a professor of U.S. military
history at the University of Missouri-St. Louis. "You can say the
differences are more demography
and social change, rather than anything to do with the military."
Still, the military has changed.
The country is not at war. the draft is
gone, and the military has downsized And the appeal for volunteering has faded, too. "In those days, it
seemed like a respectable thing to
do," said Charles Moskos, a professor of military sociology at Northwestern University in Illinois.

Associated Press Phot.
NAVY — U.S. Navy pilots salute during the playing of the National Anthem after arriving at Marine
Corps Air Station Beaufort on Saturday.

SUMMER RENTALS
517 E. REED - AT THURSTIN - One bedroom furnished
Air Conditioned. $575,000 for the summer, $200.00
deposit. Available May 20, 2000 to Aug. 12, 2000.
723 THIRD - One bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned.
$525,000 for the summer, $200.00 deposit.
Available May 20, 2000 to Aug. 12, 2000.

[MTV CAMPUS INVASION
FEATURING

PRESENTED
BY

810 FOURTH - One bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned.
$575.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit. Available
May 20, 2000 to August 12, 2000.

A

839 SEVENTH - One bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned.
$550.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit. Available
May 20, 2000 to August 12, 2000.

M i

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

MOBY

701 FOURTH - Two bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned.
$650.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit. Available
May 13, 2000 to August 12, 2000.
649 SIXTH - Two bedroom furnished. Air Conditioned.
$650.00 for the summer, $200.00 deposit.
Available May 20, 2000 to August 12, 2000.
505 CLOUGH - Campus Manor. One bedroom furnished.
Air Conditioned. $650.00 for the summer, $200.00
deposit. Available May 13, 2000 to August 12,
2000.

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taco Bell

^m*Ml
110 North Main Street
419-352-9222
Lunch • Dinner • Spirits
Largest Vegetarian Menu in Town!

•Thurs-

80's - 90*s Dance
DJ Request Night Upstairs
•FriUpstairs - DJ Request Night
Downstairs - John & Greg live
No cover 21 & over
•Sat- DJ Request Night with Jeremy
Drink specials all night!
Tuesdays:
Buftet/Bob Marley Night
Frozen Drink and Margarita Specials

TUESDAY, APRIL 11
ANDERSON ARENA
TIME 8:00 P.M.
STUDENT TICKET SALES:
Begin: Today, March 23, 2000 • 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saadlemire Student Services Building
Ticket Prices:
Floor:
$20
Lower Bleachers: $18
Upper Bleachers:
$16
Limit of 4 tickets per valid BGSU ID, limit I valid ID
per person.
Methods of Payment:
Bursar, Cash, Visa, Mastercard, & Discover. No

Checks

>on't Miss
the FREE MTV
Interactive
Village

PUBLIC TICKET SALES;
Begin: Saturday, March 25, 2000
• Madhatter Music, Bowling Green,
353-3555
• Boogie Records, Toledo, (419) 5365683
And on campus Monday, March 27
• Information Desk, Olscamp Hall
Ticket Prices:
All tickets $22 No limit
DAY OF SHOW TICKET SALES
Students & Public: ALL TICKETS $22

Thurs., Fri., Sat., Very Happy Hour

Questions? Call UAO at (419) 372-2486

Upstairs, Bottle Beer

CO-SPONSORED BY: STUDENT UNION, SAA, RSA, & HSA
CHECK OUT THE CONCERT WEB SITE AT: WWW.GEOCITIES.COM/FUZZINSTALLMENT

A
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Holbrooke expresses encouragement on cautious tone of government
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) — The
party of Taiwan's next president
yesterday began mulling over
possible changes to its pro-independence platform, which has
been a major barrier to talks with
rival China.
President Lee Teng-hui was
planning to resign from his top
post in the Nationalist Party as
early as Friday, the state-run
Central News Agency reported,
citing unidentified high-level
party sources.
Lawmakers and protesters
have blamed the retiring president for the party's embarrassing
loss in Saturday's election and
have called for his resignation as
Nationalist chairman. On Sunday, he said he would step down
in September, but critics have
called for his immediate resignation.
Since Chen Shui-bian's victory
Saturday, some party members
have said that the Democratic
Opposition Party should drop its
support for an islandwide referendum on whether Taiwan
should declare independence.
Changing the party's platform
might help Chen start talks with
Beijing, which on Tuesday said it
would never deal with someone
who bel.ngs to a pro-independence party.
Some party members also
want to revise vaguely worded
references in the party's constitution referring to the island as the
independent "Republic of Taiwan," instead of the official

name, "Republic of China."
The party's central committee
will discuss its pro-independence stance, said party chairman Lin Yi-hsiung.
"Right now, it's impossible to
drop the pro-independence
stance because it has to be
approved by all the delegates.
That is how we make policies,"
Lin said.
Beijing has long opposed the
party's policy and has insisted
the two sides reunify eventually
or face war. China and Taiwan
split in 1949 when the communists took over, the mainland.
Lin said the party's position
has been misunderstood and that
the party would not unilaterally
declare independence. "So many
people are being misled. We
have to explain ourselves at
every election," he said.
Chen's party took up the platform issue just hours before an
envoy from Washington, former
U.S. congressman Lee Hamilton,
arrived yesterday evening in
Taipei to urge restraint from the
new government.
Hamilton said he would meet
with Chen and other Taiwanese
leaders to convey his "sense of
importance of our close unofficial relationship." Hamilton, an
expert on Chinese affr rs, said he
would "exchange views" with
Chen but did not elaborate.
In a parallel diplomatic mission, the U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations, Richard Holbrooke, finished meetings in Beijing with Chinese leaders.
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Associated Press Photo
CHINA — Chinese Foreign Minister Tang Jiaxuan leads the way for U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Richard Holbrooke, as
they head to a meeting room in Beijing Tuesday. Holbrooke told Tang that Washington wanted China and Taiwan to resolve their
decades-long estrangement peacefully.

including President Jiang Zemin. saw in our talks here was encourHolbrooke said he told offi- aging and we felt there was a
cials botS sides should negotiate constructive atmosphere on the
and also repeated U.S. support question of Taiwan," Holbrooke
for Beijing's position that Taiwan told reporters.
and the mainland are part of
Chen objects to the "one
"one China."
China" principle because he
"The wait-and-see attitude we fears that if he accepts it, he

Thinking
used cars?

■

jfG&CA
Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

itfjftjCA

Summer 2000 BG News Editor
Fall 2000 BG News Editor
2000-2001 Gavel Editor

Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.
lbdrm 9 1/2 - 12 mo. Leases.
Stan al $380.
Cair 353-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios. 1 bdrm. laundry on site.
Starts at $250
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise

1 bdrm BRAND NEW
Starts at $400
Call 353-5800

2000-2001 Key Yearbook Editor
2000-2001 Miscellany Editor

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St.,
1 bdrm. Remodeled.
Starts at $400

2000-2001 Obsidian Editor

Parkview Apt. 1048 N. Main
1 & 2 bdrm

Application forms may be picked up at 204 West Hall.
Deadline is Thursday, April 13 at 4 p.m.

Freddie
or
Freida?
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III! N. MMn SI.. Bo-lim Em 351-9751
lokdo ( all 244-lltl
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Want to be

www.thayerbg.com

Chevrolet

(student; PUBLICATIONS

X

MASCOTf

Visit our website
to view our entire
used vehicle
inventory
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dent's assertion of equality in
dealing with China one . 'ep further by unilaterally declaring
independence. Chen has toned
down his former position, saying
he would only call a referendum
on independence if China
attacked the island.

■■pxxxxx **xxxx

AlwaysV/atching
for news!

•Special Events
•Technology
•Excursions
•Sales
•USG Representative |

Applications are due by 5:00 pm
Friday, March 24
Pick up applications at
210 South Hall
For more information call 372-2486

would have to agree that the ruling goverr. nent is in Beijing.
This would mean Taiwan was
ruled by a local government
unequal to the undemocratic,
communist regime.
Chinese leaders think Chen
might take the outgoing presi-

BG NEWS

UAO is searching for directors for 2000-2001
Last chance to apply, Deadline is Tomorrow!

(FtOYi

L
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WANTED!
I •Daytime Programs
•Concert
•Publicity
•Multicultural & Diversity Issues
| 'Nightlife

.P" "^ ^ m

Starts at $365
Call 353-5800
Slop by our office ai IMS N. Main SI
for complete luting: or
,.r Call
(-.11 JfJ-5800
MS!
www.wcnd.ori
orRZ-nMOBi
I

' APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW! ®
S/

Pick up an application today in either 365 ED or 405 SSB

4J

I LEASING FOR FALL 2000
• E. Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
All units include: 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
dishwashers, garbage disposal.
$675 Month plus electirc (4 person)
$625 Month plus electric (3 person)
For a limited time <^S
$300 Deposit!
GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717

Hurry In Today!
224 E. Wooster
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USG
Continued from page 1.

all students." Amend said. "Athletics does this. At the same lime. I
don't want to see student organizations get turned away."
Amend said more donations from
alumni could help offset the costs of
funding for student organizations.
Popovich agreed funding for student organizations is important and
cited his experience as president of
the Latino Student Union.
"As a current leader of a student
organization, I realize the importance of budgeting," Popovich said.
"I'm also a member of SOFB. This
year, all organizations have to take a
cut. We don't have adequate funding
for all our student organizations."
Popovich said he would like to
rcalloc.no money from athletics to
student organizations.
Elder said student organization!
should fund themselves.
"What if everybody in student
organizations decides to work for
their money instead of taking a
handout?" Elder said. "We in USG
are spending money. Why aren't we
going out and making it?"
The candidates ended the EOB
debate by stating why their platforms are better than the others'.
"Our platform is the most student-oriented. It's geared to success
for students." Popovich said. "It's
, about working for students. That's
what we're all about."
Amend said his ticket was more
important than his platform.
"We have both an executive and
legislative member on our ticket."
Amend said. "Also, we have
research behind our proposals.

This year, faculty, administrative
and classified staff members will
- A $1,250 fixed increase to their probably be eligible for an increase
in salary based on merit and market
salaries
- An increase in the amount of adjustments. Dobb said.
money given for promotions
"We were trying to make our
- Funds allocated to the market salaries in some ways competitive
adjustment pool
with the areas we were trying to
The market adjustment pool is draw people from." she said.
intended to address inequities
The plan is driven by three main
among faculty members, Dobb said. factors, she said.
For example, if a faculty member
"In a sense, it's kind of markethired five years ago was receiving a driven," Dobb said, in that the Unilower wage compared to a more
recently hired person in their depart- versity hopes to compensate
ment with similar qualifications, the employees to a similar level they
would find at similar institutions.
pool might address that. Dobb said.
"And it's equity driven in that we
This year, three similar factors
want to be fair (among University
were included in the plan:
- A merit pool, providing art employees)." she said. "It's also
increase of funds for those faculty merit-driven in that we want to
members
reward people for doing good
being awarded for success in things."
their department
The task of figuring out how to
- An increase in the amount of meet these factors was not an easy
money given for promotions
job, Dobb said. In fact, the created
- An allocation of funds to the plan. Dobb said, is unique to BGSU
market adjustment pool
and is something she has never
Similarly, for the first year of the
plan, administrative and classified heard of at similar institutions.
'The president had the right idea
staff members received a 3 percent
increase in wages. In addition, lor this." she said. 'This is a major
administrative
staff
members issue for this institution. We're tryreceived a fixed increase of $662 ing to bring the best people into the
and classified staff members classroom for the students. We have
received half of a percent increase some real superstars and we want to
keep them."
for merit.

We've heard a lot of the same things
tomgiit. but we're the ones who've
done the research on how we're
implementing these proposals."
Elder said his platform would
help USO succeed.
"Vtt need to make USG a more
powerful organization and provide a
unifying structure for the organization."
After the EOB debate, the candidates went to ■ forum put on by the
Resident Student Association.
The candidates stressed their
qualifications and reiterated their
proposals for stuatent success.
One of the questions asked by the
audience was what the candidates
would to to ensure USG's recent
budget woes would not reoccur.
Amend and Elder, both currant
members of USG. said the recent
amendments to USG's bylaws will
help eradicate budget problems.
"Sure there were problems, but
there are always going to be growing pains and speed bumps." Amend
said.
Elder said he and his running
male. Joe Stuart, have already
helped solve USG's budget problems.
"Stuart and I acted as visionaries
to eliminate the problem." Elder
said.
Popovich said his experience in
I.SII would help him deal with
USG's budget
"My understanding is that this
was caused by a lack of accountability," Popovioh said. "We need to
hold people accountable and put in
checks and balances to make sure
that it doesn't happen again."

Continued from page 1.

The problems
and the solutions
are Staring you
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NEED A GOOD LAUGH?
turn to

Volunteers
of America*

Monica Lewinsky i
touts her new role |
as businesswoman:
«

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Enough with
the talk about the president. Monica
Lewinsky has embarked on her next
calling in life: Businesswoman.
Lewinsky has put an "Inc." after
her name and is selling a line of
high-end handbags on the Internet
and at one of New York's toniest
designer shops.
But she still faces skeptics who
wonder if she can build her name
into a respected brand Of will quickly fall from notoriety like other
celebrities-by-scandal.
"Does Monica represent a bad
girl, a heroine, a victim?" said John
Grace, executive director of the marketing consulting firm Interbrand
Group. "She has to figure out what
she wants to be, and run with it... of
course, there arc no guarantees how
long she will last."
The world's image of Lewinsky
is mostly of a camera-shy young
woman who tried to avoid publicity
once her trysts with Clinton made
headlines. Now. she's seeking the
spotlight — to a point.
Lewinsky agreed to an interview
Wednesday, but only if no questions
about Clinton were posed. Her bags
have been on the market since September, but she wouldn't disclose
any sales figures.
"I think people relate to me," she
said. "While some of their situations
might have been different and my
experiences might have been different, the feelings that I had as a result

of them were very similar to the,
feelings that a lot of people have." *
Lewinsky attracted a curious
crowd Wednesday during a persona]
appearance at Henri Bcndel. a Fifth
Avenue department store known for
offering edgy fashions to New
York's ultra rich.
Hundreds of people — from
giddy tourists to cynical locals —
jammed into the store to catch a
glimpse of the woman who almost
brought down a president.
Many were willing to pay nearly
$200 for one of her square-shaped,
fabric bags, which Lewinsky says
she designs herself They are sold
only at Bcndel's and on her Web
site,
http://www.therealmonicainc.com.
"I think it is neat that Monica
could take all of the bad things that
happened to her and turn it around. I
really respect her for everything."
said Jill Kcsler. a 20-year-old from
Clovis, N.M.. who was one of the
first waiting on line and bought a
bag.
Lewinsky first started stitching
the bags the while being cooped up
at home during the Clinton mess.
The bags, made of silk, velvet
and other fabrics, have a label that
says "Made especially for you by
Monica."
Ed Burstell. Bendel's general
manager, said early indications are
that her line will be a hot seller. During the holiday season, the store
stocked 100 bags and sold all of
them quickly without a word of
advertising, he said.

listen up class o
Now on Cable Channel 6
Dance Marathon
Coverage:
Saturday
•9:30am-ll:30am
•8pm-12am
Sunday
•9:30-11:30
•3:30pm- 6:30pm
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someone's gotta win an incredible trip for ten to
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I l^U^/e offer more than just
a |ob at Bioliety Car*

I

j Facil.l.es We will help build a
career! You can expect a generous benefit package, attendance
bonus and your poy wiH match
your experience level In addition, we promote advancement*
within our company and to Kelp
you do so, we offer assistance in
furthering your education If you
ore ready to be a part of the
Blakely extended family, please
send youf resume or apply in
person at BloWy Car» Facilities
for the following positions
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same team for second straight year
JOE FINNtL
QUEST WRrTEt
«l,» ... ,

Fox never
gave up
run

'!
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The fndiaaa University at rennsylvaitii has become m increasing ly
j Irritating sore in tha side pf me
I Bowling Green nifty team. Tor the
second straight year. uW Falcofi ruggers dropped the eharnfMnship
game of the Washington St. Patrick s
Day tournament to tha Indians, this
time by a score of 24- P9
They're the new kids «• the
block." stated BO head coach Roger
Mazzarella "In a way they are the
mirror image of us. a sMtal) school
aiming to make a tig namefer itself
ia a miner short.
"I ran strll count on one hand the
number of teams that have had any
consistent success against at," he
added. "They are howhere dose to
achieving that lever ef fhfamy"
The Falcons opened the taioti'ament with a 13-» rrtmry °**r
Catholic University. Problems
caused by the winter lajW fere
apparent as the normally poteat 9G

offense suffered frym dropped paSse< and timing mtaeues. . I
"We expected this: the weather
this spring hasn't exactly been conducive to outdoor practice," stated
BG's vice captain Iteed Lueeke.
Inside center . Petc^ Cromly
opened the scoring far BG whe*he
landed a massrre penalty field goal
frOm 45 yards out Wtrla Tim Rieger
then punched over hnjflrY try of the
season, beating , theee Catholic
defenders in a 75 yard footrace to
the goal line. Scrum,'naff Anthony
Lazar closed (he tearing with a try
from five yards etlt.
In the second* mateh the Falcons
kept the mental mistakes*tn check in
a 21-0 vi«wry'<r*ar Dreaet. Wing
Theo Winz calibrated his return
from knee surgery with a try to open
the scoring. Hookdf ahawn'Sass and
fly half Chad Cohnigen also added
thee and Cromly coirnerfed all three
of his extra point attempts.
Whatever crtspnees the Falcons

a 7-0 lead that
hat was waidkK/Batched
«ei*W#atched
"ZT~~
Z^t
*~~
ate I
by a Win* try
CroW/'con verin and
i*d CteW/conser
_ KB
Zdaaflbaku-aaBBdaa^alBaBJ ami
sion. TW Indian* «M'reeled off
seventeen unansweiwaftfmts to go
ahead 14-7 atiinfjf * ,
"We ccmVfhWp edsily-JOlded up
the lent* anafjMne honranWi man,"
statedMauareua. '•tfaajCthcguys
came foaihag dot at hhlftime and
very nearly toofcaacYnWgame."
. Pr#p Brian Viroax scared his first
career try on * one yard Mange and
fTy half Pete QomlyJancaf through
half me mdiaaah^Wnald for another try. Cromly's convennon made it
24-19. The rally staTteJr'e little too
late as the finei'wtnstk bfew with
the ftlc.one^'thete**edl|fline and
in position to score thfe ■winning
points.
The Falcons, now 6-2, will open
their hointe season this Saturday, at
1:60 p:m. aganst theJfcuTriJ rugby
dun and the. WallaneSaag. Ontario
Photo provided
rugby club.
•*■
CHARGE - Wing Theo Wirtz charges through a gaping hole in
"we don't trtrmallj pity senior
had against DfaxcJ was ftovrHWe to men's tear*,* add thia axil be a good ttia IUP defense on his way to • try for BG.
be found in the Indiana match the test of a couple of vef? contrasting
ne\t day. The IndflgVetjurrtped out to styles of nrgW," Mazaeffta said.
a-aW >,
.
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I've bee* thinking about cancer a
lot lately.
After watching two grandpas fall
to the disease and hearing plenty of
THE ASSOCIATES PREJJ
Eric Thomas had L* points, while points" ear ly,"bi)t the, large* eiarg:m
w '
stories from friends and relatives
Andrew Mitchell and* Demctnc for either team ia-the second ha
half
about people they know who have it.
I have become quite disgusted and
STATE COLLEGE. Pa. --Jar- Shaw added 15 each for the Golden was four until PearOtate pulled
ahead in the ftoaT fnurrntdutts
'disgruntled with the word. But not rett Stephens, playing in his final Flashes (23-8).„*«" ..
i
totafly.
game at home, had 24 points and 10
The Lions go to I^W^York on
With th* Lidhs dp S4*5»,Gyasi
It was through cancer that I found rebounds as Penn State beat Kent
Tuesday to' face #i' winner .of aine-Hea« fippad fn aJhrtV Oft the
a true sports hero and role model 81-74 on Wednesday night to
Wednesday's. Netfe Da'the-BYu ndiit play, he stuaiMed. then recovthat I will cherish forever. His name advance to the NIT semifinals for
game.
ered to nao a pfess rUmfc At the
was Terry Fox. Most people I have the second time in three years.
talked to. with the exception of a
Penn State readied die semifinals other emf, he'acorfed rnahat to make
Joe' Crispin addecT'If points, the last time it was itl thj tourna- it' 58-53. And after Ghe*-Hc..id
couple of Canadian friends, have
never heard the story of Terry Fox, s including eight fres'throvfeai the ment, losing, to...Minnesota in the grabhed another ih,«B ,kt Kent.
Crispin hit 4 3-pv"'a> that gave
man who was becoming a hero final minute for the Nirtany Lions 1998 final.
Penn State* 61-5* hja^ *lth 2:38 to
(18-15). who are fast forg_eiti
ng their
forgetting,
tti
while I was still in diapers.
ninth-place finish
Kent led
pjay. its l»iggesl
Fox wal raised just outside Vancouver. British Colombia . He was !
an exceptional Canadian athlete and
star of his high school basketball !
team. Fox played well enough to
play college hall, but during only his
.
18th year of life he received a rude .
The Ofades Are in:
awakening. Terry had cancer.
Dreams of continuing his basketI ball career ended as he was diag- edten.
Once this group of forwards got rolling, they were hard to stop. They just needed to gft felting:
Adam Edinger suited of! slaw but ended up leading thf ttam m points with20. Greg Day ahawed (has of bnlnosed with bone cancer and had to
* - *
.have his right leg amputated six liance this season btf ^vas toe awrlnsistent to notch his status as a star in the CCHA.
Freshman Ryan Ptrhz and Tyler Knight made a huge impact •while Curtis Valentrr*, R/an Wettet%Jni*Kl Den
inches above his knee in 1977.
.
arjiuXi.
-«-..«..*..
m—iinn
A
>«■■■■
•.,
*
.
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Terry knew the realization of iris Williams served as effective checkers.
-t-.-r
GRADES:
what cancer can do. He had
First half: D
observed the intense suffering of
;•;
Second half: B«
cancer patients. Did Terry give up.
V
Final: C+
throw in the towel and tell every per> .'
son he could grab his unfortunate
story? Of course not — Terry didn't
The defense didn'ti gWd>
give«> titeo many chances to opposing teams. They were solid most oftjat anVia. but had their
- •
a
know how to give up. He lived the lapses.
B.J. Adams may be the JCHA's best defensive defetrsainan wnlle Captain Doug Sehndlldf M>»jMt«t heart and
words of the late basketball coach
Jim Valvano before they were ever determination that makes him such a presence iff thfr loekar rofitn. Grady Moore pat his bnVndh>ra|M|rlat shdw
-'
spoken. ("Don't give up. don't ever once again, while Mike Jonas had trouble getting anythiaf going affensively.
Louis Mass was a hard bitter and Marc Barlow struggled toward the end of the seasdn. but was solnfthroughout.
give up".)
Joe Statkus filled in well when he had to. .
Instead. Terry decided that it was
GRADES:
- '~ ■ '■
time to fight back against cancer. He
First Half: C
' • \
. ., +. .
to*
didn't get oat books and try to figure
Second Half:!
out a cure for cancer or form a supFinal: C+
/"V
port group to help aid one another.
Terry would fight cancer with what*
Goaltending May be (he* dtoigest position on tha t*«m Fresh'man Tyler Masters proved to M tht falcefli true
he was best at — using his athletic
ability. He was about to make the number one goalie. Shawn TMhn stril has the took to take Bver a game. He performed Mke>a star why) m) got the
nod-•
*.
,;-•"
.V '
most important decision of his life.
Maaters and Timra giv**1ha Falcons one of the best one-rwfl'punches in the CCHA. .
TerTy took a stab back at cancer.
GRADE:
Me decided to run a marathon, his
First Half: B', . ■' .
.
, ' ' '
marathon for all the other patients
Secon^Halfi..
^
battling cancer. On April 12. I9$6
Terry Fox dipped his artificial legW
the Atlantic Ocean at St. John's.
Head coach BaJ§y Powers fiddled with his lines until he got it right: eventually he foundtwo o» ll|ret combinaNewfoundland and took off on the
Marathon of Hope. You see. Tefry tions that worked. At timas. ft teemed like Powers had trouble motivating his team. All seeeon long UM Falcons
decided (hat he was going to fight played to the level of their opponents, getting up for the big games and playing apathetically against weaker oppoback at cancer by running across nents
»The bottom line is PcnkeYa' team underachieved trrts atftnn and that is a shame.
Canada arhl raising money for canGRADE:
•
>
cer research.
<
First Half: CThere was little fanfare in the
Second half: B
beginning. Not too many people
FinafrC
knew just what Terry intended to da
They saw a brave young man with
an artificial leg and a strong look of
determination in his eye.
'This drd not stop him. though-.
record, just barely hthginganto 10th jc campaign. After fining »» niche
DANN|f»
Terry ju* kept on running. He was
On the top two scaring lines, he
place in the CCHA.
STOUTS ECHO* .
averaging hat over a marathon a day
i-i'iii
i
>■«*«
at 26.7 miles. He sprinted through
Then, after a toss to Miami to poured in goals like It was his job,
•
which, it w«s. Fulu la# the falcons
the proVence of Quebec and was
It wasn't exactly the smoothest open the new year, the falcons toek In goafs for the season Vjth 17.
staying sttong through Ontario.
off. They went 11-M dyer th* secride
imaginable
At
times
tltey
didn't
Something was happening though.
ond half of the- saaion. including
Austin de Luis made the biggest
The little fanfare that TerTy started seem Hke they had whit tl too* to wins over No, 4 Michigan, No. I
out with grew into national atten- win in the Central Collegiate Hdfek- Northern Michigan and a playoff jump for BO. Th« sophomore, who
recorded seven potatdjiis freshman
tion. Terry Fox was running into the ey Association.
shocker against Na. IJ Lake Superi- year. inrpt#ved,to 7-l44l The
rale of a national hero.
And at times they seamed.to,*e or State.
grinding forward prorated, a spark
- By the time he reached Toronte. a second to none in the CCHA. But. in
The early slide v/ti a result of nearly every shift/\AfterBQ's win
city parade had gathered to meet a way, that was the charm of the
him. Terry thanked his supporters, 1999-2000 Bowling Oresn.hockey inconsistent pfay and not getting the over Michigan De* 3, assistant
amount of offense out ef the top coach Eric bfnffberg wl| left almost
hut reminded all of them of the true team.
guys. Senior AdamrEdihger started speechless about de l.trit*' perforintention of his cause, To Terry, it
Sure, their eighth pla.ee finish in the season off wrfh a < scoring
mance.
'
■ g •
was never about him. it was about
the CCHA didn't tum any heads
drought, white sophomore Greg
the fight.
"He* was a stud." Hoffberg said.
And the unceremonious ending, a 3- Day, who was supposed to fill the
Donations started pouring in
I loss to Nebraska-Omaha in the scoring void left by last year's cap- "An absolute stud." > ■
from all across the world. The peoCCHA play-in game, wasn't what tain Dan Price, eased into the role
Freshman Tyler Kftifht also
ple had joined the tenacious runner anyone expected.
rather than taking the bull by the made Iris cJBaxhhuticHrWrajmti 7-13in his fight against cancer
Things didn't start cut on the horns.
*
.,
Runners joined Terry as he rolled
20. He made his orHtfnV known as
through Ontario. Just when every- right track for the Falcons after
Eventually*'' Edinger and Day a checker late in tha season.
going
3-3
in
the
first
three
gtfnes
«f
thing seemed like it was coming
heated Up and led the (pain in points.
Seniors Craig Df^jlrfais and
together the cancer this time fought the season, including a 5-2 loss at Edinger finished with 14 goals. 18
back. Aa Tarry was running, he start- then No. I Boston CMlege. Howev- assists and 32 pofhfsx while Day Zaeo Ham. afcmg wnXjlmor Curtis
Valentine led (he
games,
ad feeling tremendous pain in Ma er, six straight losses spelldjMoem notched I31a-f9.
whihfRyan
solid on
for the Falcons. They ended tht first
half of the season with a dismal 6-11
Freshman Ryia^ultr. had a hero- the Ibrecheefc. •
_l_S«FOX,pa«,e10.

N.I.T nai% but fell short to Penn State

Golden Flash

pMfHV

rrr

The grades are in for Falcon icers
Forwards

Defenseman-

Goal tenders

'. ■ .

;Vvr<

Coaching

*'V.

i

Cline-Heard's dunk on a fast
break made H 67-59.
Kent cut the lead to 77-74 on
Thomas' 3-pointer with 7 1 second
left, but Crispin hit two free throws
and Stephens- stole the inbounds
pass and scored as Penn State held

cm.
For the second game in a row.
fans stormed the court. This time.
"New York. New York" blared over
the loudspeakers
Penn State had no trouble with

I'M

Kent's press, and the Lions' 10
turnovers were well off the average
(18) for the Flashes' opponents this
season.
Home-court advantage smoothed
Penn Stale's road to Madison Square
Garden this time Despite only barely qualifying for the tournament and
bringing in the worst record in the
field (15-15). the Lions had the luxury of hosting all throe of their
games.
Crispin went l3-of-14 from the
line, hut only 2-of-13 from the field.

; Basketball

Teams find more than glory
in division state titles
COLUMBUS — As if a sute
championshipVeren't enough. Toledo Libbey anil Akron St. Vincent-St.
Mary also are fighting for a measure
of redemption.
The state's No. I teams in Division I and III. respectively, are
shooting to wipe away some ugly
memories at this week's 78th state
tournament at Value City Arena.
Libbey seeks to erase the memory of something tha, happened long
before any of its players were bom.
In 1966. the Cowboys led Dayton
Chaminade by 14 points going into
the fourth quarter of the big-school
state final, but fell apart down the
stretch and lost. 55-53.

has played in four and never left a
champion.
—New faces, old favorites: In
addition to the six teams making
their first appearances, five other
schools including defending Division IV champion Worthington
Christian have a championship trophy back home.
—Tiny, huge: Fort Jennings, a
Division IV contestant, has a total of
43 boys enrolled, while Cincinnati
St. Xavier in Division I has 1.085.

It remains one of the most unforgettable collapses in state tournament history.

Worthington Christian also finished No 1 in the poll, but the rankings don't seem to mean a lot at the
state tournament. Only 24 of a possible 138 No. Is in the 50 previous
years of the poll have backed it up
with a championship on the court —
an anemic .179 success rate.

St. Vincent;St Mary, like Libbey.
features a star-packed lineup. The
Irish are coached by Keith DambroL
a former head coach at Ashland University. I i.imhrot was the head coach
at Central Michigan for two seasons
but was fired because of alleged
racist comments he made during
practice. Dambmt is now a stock
broker in Akron.

Some of the biggest stars in ilw
state will be on display: Libbey s
Eyuless Palmer, Bedford's Kamil
Wilson. Julius "Juby" Johnson of
Warrensville Heights. Division III
player of the year Maverick Carter
and freshman phenom LeBron
James of Akron St. Vincent-St. Mary
and Sam Smith of Worthington
Christian.

Those are just two of the subplots
in the glittering field:

The tournament has a decidedly
'60s air to it. considering that
Libbey. Lima Shawnee and Cincinnati St. Xavier have all but dropped
off the Ohio basketball map since
they were among the state's premier
programs more than three decades
ago.

—Perfect vs. unfulfilled: St.
Henry in Division IV has played in
three state tournaments and won
them all. in 1979. 1990 and 1991.
Division III Lima Central Catholic

BG's seaspp started rockyr but ended on^ smooth note in late performance

Ink

Senior B.J. Adams led tha
defense with his remarkably solid
play. Rarely Wls he out of position
and he almost never got pushed off
the puck.
Captain Doug Schueller was
hampered by a knee injury for much
of the second half of the season. He
managed to have some of his best
games on one leg. He may have to
have off-season surgery to repair the
knee which was originally injured
before his BG days
Sophomore
Grady
Moore
anchored the power play for the Falcons and led all defensemen in
points with 7-19-26.
Senior Mike Jones struggled to
recreate last year's performance
when he was named the CCHA's
best offensive defenseman. Like the
rest of the Falcons, he started things
off slow, however, he heated up at
tha end. Nineteen points came in the
last 11 games of the season.
The one thing that the Falcons
had this season that was lacking the

last few years is goaltending. Freshman Tyler Masters stepped into the
number one role and did an
admirable job. There were times
when he took over games for the
Falcons. His presence was not felt
more than in the Falcons' playoff
upset of Lake Superior State. Masters let in three goals ia two games.
He turned away nearly 60 shots for
the weekend.
The biggest question for Masters
this season was his consistency. He
let in five goals in a 7-0 loss to
Miami. He also let in 4 goals in the
first 25 minutes of a game against
Nebraska-Omaha. His inconsistency
led to a mini controversy when
junior backup Shawn Timm stepped
in and played some of the best hockey of his career.
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Underdog still has shot
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PARTIES $150

■

WEDDINGS $300

Unlimited Hours!!!
Pager:
(419) 486-0787
Operations
Manager
Gary Collier

Parties of all
types Include:
• Class Reunions •
• Graduations •
'Proms •

208N.M*.
862*188
Call For Details
We can deliver cold subs for lunch weekdays.

4 FOOT PARTY SUBS!
"Feeds up to 20 people
or one really, really
hungry person!"

FORT MYERS. Fla — The first
lime that Hector Mercado walked
into the Cincinnati Reds' clubhouse,
he wondered what he'd gotten himself into.
The Reds brought 37 pitchers to
camp even though they had few
openings on the staff. The odds
against Mercado lasting long were
pretty long at that point.
"When I first walked in it was
like. 'Whoa, what is this?" Mercado
said Wednesday. "I told myself to do
what I have to do and see what
opportunity I get."
He has given himself an opportunity by pitching as well as anyone in
camp. Mercado threw three scoreless innings Wednesday in a 10-6
victory over Boston, keeping his
earned run average perfect for the
spring.
Mercado. in camp on a minor
league contract, has not given up a
run in eight appearances covering 13
innings. The left-hander has allowed
only seven hits and eight walks, surviving one round of cuts after another.
Even if he doesn't make the club
out of spring training. Mercado
would consider himself successful.
"I'm just happy to be back." he
said. "I'm happy to be in the big

NEWIPVE
Rentals

Visit our office at
332 S. Main
352-5620
w « M.ncw 111\ c n-:i 11 \. c 11 in

POKEY'S PAINFUL SPRING:
Second baseman Pokey Reese got
hit below the shoulder blade by a
pitch in the eighth inning, but stayed
in the game.
It's been a rough spring for
Reese, who sprained a finger on his
right hand while sliding into base
and missed two weeks. He doesn't
want to miss any more time with
opening day approaching.
"It's part of the game." he said. "I
don't want to come out now, though.
We're getting too close."
ONE LESS PITCHER: The
Reds optioned right-hander Eddie
Gaillard to Triple-A Louisville after

Associated Press Photo
SWING - Cincinnati Red Gold Glover Pokey Reese
takes a swing in yesterdays game against Boston.
the game, leaving 32 players in
camp. Gaillard pitched the last two
innings and didn't allow a hit or
walk.
Freddy Garcia, acquired from
Atlanta in a trade on March 13.
cleared waivers Wednesday and
accepted an outright assignment to
Louisville.

COLUMBUS — Watch Cleveland South High School's Chet
Mason sail across the court, and it's
easy to see why he's nicknamed
"The Jet."
"He can get from one end of the
floor to the other with four or five
dribbles and can finish it with a
dunk." said South coach Miguel
Curl. "He's very quick. Quick feet.
Quick hands. And he gets off the
floor. He can really fly."
The 6-foot-3 senior, along with
Medina's Tony Stockman, share the
13th Associated Press Mr. Basketball award in Ohio, announced
Wednesday. Mason averaged 25

points. 13 rebounds and II assists a
game. Stockman, a 6-2 senior, put
up 25.4 points a game with 6.1
assists. 4.7 rebounds and 3.2 steals.
Mason and Stockman, who also
shared AP Division I player of the
year honors, captured the award in
balloting by a state media panel.
Both will receive a plaque in the
shape of Ohio.
They edged Dayton Christian
senior Romain Sato in the voting.
Toledo Libbey senior Eyuless
Palmer was fourth. Other finalists
were Marion Catholic senior
Edward McCants and Grove City
senior Josh Helm.
Mason, a Miami of Ohio recruit,
led South to its first top-10 AP slate

ranking and into the regionals for
the first time in more than 40 years.
He scored 35 points in a 77-72 finals
loss to Bedford.
"I have never seen a player with
the kind of energy that he had," Curl
said. "He played all five positions
and it seemed like he never got tired.
"Even in the game we lost to
Bedford, Chester was really a one
man show. ... He played every
minute of every game for us this
year, non-stop on both ends of the
floor."
Stockman scored 42 points
against Wadsworth and got 30 or
more points 11 times. He shot 50.5
percent from the floor. 84.3 percent
at the free throw line and hit 39.7

A String-Quartet
needed-to-play
for a- Titcvnio
TheAne- "Dinner
at CcnnAVuynfr
j
VinCna- Center.
Thursday

NOW RENTING FOR 2000-2001
125 CLAY #B4C: One Bedroom unfurnished apartments. Nice location.
Free gas, heat, water & sewer. #B $400.00, #C $335.00 per month lor a
12 month lease
131 CLAY tA&D: One bedroom unfurnished apartments. Free gas, heat,
water & sewer. #A $380 00. *D $345.00 per month for a 12 month lease
318 CONNEAUT #B&C: One bedroom unfurnished apartments. Free
gas. heat, water & sewer. Close to City Park and dowtown. #B $315.00,
DC $360.00 per month for a 12 month lease
125 CLAY *A: Two bedroom unfurnished apartment. Free gas, heat,
water & sewer. $520.00 per month for a 12 month lease
330 N. CHURCH: Three bedroom unfurnished lower duplex. $555.00
per month plus ultilities for a 12 month lease
^^

the questions... & Enter to win M5.00 Downtown Gift
Certifieates! (Redeemable it over 40 downtown businesses!)

AIISV.IT

Piek up the Scavenger Hunt list at these Downtown Businesses:
Ben Franklin
Answer Factory
BG Antiques Mall
Beyond 2000 Ice Cream
Book's Cyclins & Fitness
Blue Ribbon Photo
Cosmo's Coffeehouse
Calico, Sase & Thyme
Elite Repeat
D& B Homeworks Etc
For Keeps
Flower Basket
Grounds For Thought
French Knot
Hillards Hallmark & young's Gift & Art Shop
Hotel Lobby Emporium
Klevers Jewlery
Lotions & Potions
Main St Ace Hardware
Millikm Antiques Mall
Paupers Books
Stase
1 hrifty Pets
Wings on the Wind
Wolph Chiropractic Wellness Center

4:30- 7pwv
Wdlpay $25
for each/
perfarmancepla^acompliAnentary
dinner.
Interested parties should
contact Dining Services
care of Barb 372-7938.

percent on 3-pointers.
"In my opinion, he's the best
player in the state." said Medina
coach Jody Peters. He ux>k our team
to another level because he can just
do so many things
"He's a point guard who can put
of big numbers. You think of point
guards, you think of good ball-handlers, good passers. I've seen none^
better. But the great thing about him
is he can also score."
Past winners of the Mr. Basketball award include current college
standouts Kenny Gregory at Kansas
and Jason Collier at Georgia Tech,
along with Jim Jackson of the
NBAs Atlanta Hawks.

DOWNTOWN BG SCAVEMGER HUNT
SATURDAY MARCH 25th

HELP WAhJTEV

3T ..

VILLONE GOES NINE: Lefthander Ron Villone pitched nine
innings Wednesday for a Reds minor
league team facing Baltimore minor
leaguers. Villone allowed two runs
and three hits while throwing 93
pitches.

Mason claims top honor with Stockman as 'Mr. Basketball'
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Subs Start at $37.50, Made to order
Call one day ahead.

leagues after not pitching for two
years."
Mercado, 25, has never pitched
above Triple-A. He had reconstructive surgery on his right elbow two
years ago. Last year, he made two
starts in the New York Mets' farm
system but got a sore shoulder that
required arthroscopic surgery.
He threw 15 innings during winter ball and felt good. Although he's
still not as strong as before the two
operations, he's getting closer to
what he used to be.
"I'm just real happy with the way
I'm throwing the ball." he said.

OUT

Hours of the Event- Appro*. Uun Spn
or During Respective Business Hours.
■Winner* dr trrminrd fcv random drawing of toatpleied I intn.
"Mease rail the DBA off.ee for details 354 4332. »«*—*•*»»

Special Display Personals
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special
they are. Wish them a Happy Birthday, Happy Anniversary,
or just to have a great day!
2x2 = $20.00

with picture
provided
?y you!
Actual Size)

1x3 = $15.00
(Actual Size)
H

Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or call 372-6977 for more information.
IT'S BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00

^

60 Partieipatin< Downtown Businesses!
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Happy 20th B-Day
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McGwire all or none about the money?
JIM LITRE
WIRE COLUMNIST

Weep for Mark McGwire's lost
innocence.
He just figured out that money
makes the world go 'round.
Bummer.
Somehow, McGwire made it all
the way to 36 still believing baseball
was a game and little elves visited
his house and left $10 million or so
under his pillow — every season.
Now he knows better.
"It comes down to how much
money can they make," McGwire
said.
In this case, "they" were the people who sign his checks. "It's not
what can we do for the good of the
players," McGwire added. "That's
what upsets me about it."
Me, me. me. me. On the scale of
silly utterances by out-of-touch
ballplayers, this one barely causes a
ripple. It's not as self-absorbed as
Rickey Henderson's classic renegotiating rant — "All I'm asking for is
what I want!" — or as clueless as
what Henderson's one-time teammate. Oakland outfielder Willie Wilson, said when informed the A's
were flying commercial one night
instead of charter.
"You mean." Wilson asked, "we
got to go with people.'"
Well. yes. Because the same rule

applies to airplanes and stadiums.
The way to make money is to make
sure as many of them are as packed
as can be.
What apparently raised McGwire's ire is that the packed stadiums
in this instance are going to be in
Tokyo, Looking for new audiences
to bleed dry, major league baseball
has decreed two teams will open the
regular season in Japan, take three
days off. then resume playing on this
side of the Pacific on April 3.
"You're telling me that we're
going to fly two teams over 16-plus
hours to play two games? You can't
give me a good reason for that."
McGwire said. 'There's not a good
reason. The only good reason is
money."
Now keep in mind baseball did
this last season, to roaring success,
in Monterrey. Mexico. And remember, too, that McGwire's team didn't
go then — the Padres and Rockies
did — and won't be going this time,
either. Those short straws fell to the
Chicago Cubs and New York Mets.
In fact, baseball's first choice for
(Eye-) Opening Day in Asia was the
big redhead and his Cardinal teammates. But McGwire apparently didn't need the frcqucnt-flycr miles and
led the campaign to reject the invitation. Now. he apparently is objecting
as a matter of principle.
Judging by what McGwire told

The New York Times the other day.
baseball hasn't shown such blatant
disregard for its players' well-being
since Jim Gray received a credential
to cover the World Series.
"We get killed ttavclwisc here in
America," McGwire said "We don't
even have rocket scientists who
know how to do our schedule right.
Now they're trying to do a schedule
flying to Japan ... Arc you kidding
me?"
We hate to burst his bubble, but
people fly back and forth for work
all the time. Not like the ballplayers,
with a $25,000 bonus already guaranteed by their union, and not on a
charter, with first-class appointments and lackeys to look after the
luggage, chase snacks, change
money, mail postcards and Mow the
carry-ons.
It's true those same people won't
have to hit 95-mph fastballs on
either leg of (he journey. But they
don't have a choice about domj?
whatever their job demands That's
why it's called work — you have to
be lucky to get out of it.
'To me." McGwire said, "to go
play worldwide doesn't turn my
crank."
No. but to borrow another cliche,
baseball is desperately hoping it
primes the pump.
The Cubs won't be taking strikeout sensation Kerry Wood, and cur-

rent No I starter Ismael Valdes was
put on the disabled list against his
wishes Glenallen Hill, Chicago's
best pinch-hitter, might follow
Valdes onto the DL. and even
Sammy Sosa is already being used
sparingly
But staging a competitive series
isn't the No 1 priority in Japan;
moving licensed merchandise is.
Every cap. baseball. T-shirt, pennant, mouse-pad. bobbin'-head doll,
and beer-bottle opener with a logo
sold in Japan means St. Louis' owners, tor example, don't have to reach
quite as deep into their pockets to
pay McGwire's way.
And that's the connection he
doesn't quite get; that the reason
baseball is trying to plant its flag in
far-flung places is because of the
players' demands are already out ol
ihe stratosphere.
Over the winter. McGwire exercised a contract option to take less
from the Cardinals than his fair-market value. That, he claims, proved he
was not just about money.
"If you can't be happy with $11
million." McGwire said, "there's
something wrong with you."
No doubt.
Jim Litke is the national sports
columnist for The Associated Press.
Write to him at jlilkeap.org

NEW YORK — Michael Jordan,
always the scene stealer. is looking
for more work behind the scenes.
The former Chicago Bulls superstar who made numerous appearances in commercials for Nike
shoes. Hanes underwear. Wheaties
cereal and McDonald's burgers was
quoted in a Chicago newspaper on
Wednesday as saying he was "getting totally out of the endorsement
aspect of things" when his current
contracts expire.
His agent said he wanted to
develop himself as more of an
investor and businessman.
"I told the endorsement companies to go ahead and use the commercials I've done." Jordan told the
Chicago Sun-Times. "But they
understand from conversations
we've had where my life is headed.
They have to gradually work their
way into other campaigns."
David Falk. his agent, said Jordan
intends to honor his existing contracts, which could include additional commercial work in the years
ahead.
Gatorade sports drinks, for example, has some new ads with Jordan
coming up next month and he can be
seen yakking almost any night on
the phone with his Looney Tunes

cartoon pals in commercials for
MCI Worldcom phone service.
In addition, Falk said Jordan may
appear in ads for businesses he owns
like the online sporting goods startup MVP.com that he formed with
John Elway and Wayne Gretzky.
Falk said Jordan didn't want to
do "the traditional kind of product
endorsements that he has done.
Endorsement deals have been
richly rewarding for Jordan, who has
ranked each year since 1989 as the
highest-paid athlete endorser,
according to Sports Marketing Letter, which tracks such deals.
Burns Sports, a Chicago-based
sports marketing firm, estimated
Jordan earned $35 million to $40
million from endorsements last year,
down from a peak of $50 million
two years earlier when he was still
playing. Jordan retired from the
NBA in 1998.
Advertisers typically prefer
active athletes to retired ones
because of the free exposure they get
when they compete.
Marty Blackmail, who helps
match advertisers and athletes, said
Jordan may have an added incentive
to get out of Ihe business of seeking
endorsements because he would be
competing with the players on the
Washington Wizards, the NBA team
he recently bought a stake in.
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Campus Events
APICS APICS APICS
THURS0AY
7:30pm
BA 110
SPEAKER STEVE HILL-Toledo APICS
FREE PIZZA & POP
ALL ARE WELCOME
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Attention Class ot 2000!

Sign up with us
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Dance Marathon.
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bgsu.eGrad2000.com

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MAR. 29MEN'S 4 WOMEN'S SINGLES AND COREC DOUBLES TENNIS. IF HAND-DELIVERING, DUE BY 3PM IN 130 PFH. IF
SENDING ELECTRONICALLY. DUE BY
12 NOON.

!!FLUENT IN SPANISH'!
Summer |obs in Fremont, OH.
$7.73/hr-lncome Maintenance Interns
will work with Migrant workers to
determine eligibility tor Gov't benefits
Apply « Co-op: 310 Student Svcs
2-2451 details. MUST be:
"FLUENT IN SPANISH!!

;%.:'

Come in gnd see Toledo's 5 time kxal Showgirl of the Year Champion Tatiana! 1996-2000

I We Are Toledo's Party
Headquarters!
Now with 2 Great Lounges!

Our Newly Remodeled 18 & Over Lounge and our Newly Added 21 &
Over Members Only Lounge! Check them out today!

Mondays- College Basketball Parties

Pi Phi Lil Tracy Pi Phi
You know I am sometimes a slacker.
Sorry I forgot. Maybe for your 21st I will
buy you a shot. I had you fooled-you never knew. I hope I didn't make your birthday blue. Don't be mad-don t be sad. Just
realize we are the best big/lii pair ever
had I love you lil! Happy 21st Birthday
Love, your big Julie

■:%,:-

IT'S HERE!
DANCE

chest. The grimace on is face
showed the pain that he felt.
Terry reached Thunder Bay,
Ontario on September 1st He was
3.336 miles and 143 days into his
run. but Terry Fox's Marathon of
Hope would not see its heio Like
another step.
That pain thai Terry fell in his
chest was cancer that had spread to
his lungs. Did*Terry give up. throw
in the towel and tell every person he
could grab his unfortunate story'' Of
course not — Terry didn't know
how to give up. Instead, he urged the
world to keep on donating for the
cause.
Less than a year later on June 28,
1981, Terry Fox- passes away from
cancer at the ripe age of 22 The
curly-haired, red-head Canadian

GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALS!! APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED
FOR THE INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARD FOR FALL 2000 PICK UP AN
APPLICATION IN THE IM OFFICE, 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE, AND RETURN
BY APRIL 3 INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED TO 14 APPLICANTS SELECTED BY
SCREENING COMMITTEE AND WILL
BE HELD APRIL 6-7.
r»B ■ r#B ' r*B ■ rtt>B ■ r*B • r*B
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
congratulates Ellie Gausmann on her
pearling from Ryan Turner!
r»B • I"*B ■ r<t>B • r*B • r<t>B • r*B

Personals
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took a stab at cancer, but died trying
But he handed his sword to us to
keep up the fight. To this date. TetTy
Fox and the Terry Fox foundation
have raised over 250 million worldwide for cancer research. Each year
in Canada, people participate in a
Marathon of Hope in his name and
to raise money. This year will mark
the 20th anniversary of the run.
Terry Fox may have never hit 70
home runs or won 6 NBA championships, but to me he is still one of
the greatest sports figure I know. He
did more than make me love a game.
With his run he fought for my grandpas and all my friends and family.
He made me realize what a
human being is capable of. Anytime
I want to give up, throw in the towel
and tell evety person I can a misfortune that I might have. I can't,
because I know that Terry never
would.

Dance Marathon 20001
Congratulations to the Dream
Team/Steering Committee on alt their
hard work' This will be the most amazing
weekend!
Swimmy. swim, swim'
Dance Marathon 2000!

FALL 2000 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE
FOR RECREATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE AND DUE FRIDAY. APRIL 7. INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD APRIL 1011.

FOUND: Ladies walch in Health Center
Parking Lot Call Carrie to identify, 3522965

Associated Press Photo
JORDAN - Six-time NBA champion Michael Jordan says that he
will get totally out of endorsing products. Jordan has endorsed
many products such as Gatorade, Wheaties and Hanes.

Call your date now!
1-900-773-1011 text 3450)
$2 99/min Must be 18 or older.
S«rv-U 619-645-8434

Danca Marathon
Enter the DM room raffle for 2000-2001
Academic Year.
Tickets 1 lor $5, 5 lor $20 (bursarable!)
Sold at 450 Student Services & the
Olscamp Info Desk
Non transferable, excludes Founders &
Offenhauer
It's the key to free housing next year!
Dance Marathon

eGrad will be at Dance Marathon
Visit our table to see what
We're all about.

Lost/Found

Continued from page one.
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MARCH 25 & 26TH
BGSU REC CENTER
Join us for a Spaghetti Dinner
before Thon in the
Mac West Con Room from 4-7
pm on Friday March 24
$6 bursarable

GET EXCITED

FOR THE KIDS!

ss$$$s$$sss$ss$$ss$sssssss$ss$$$s$$sss

$ (Uould you like $500? We want to giue it to you!
$
$

Scholarship

s

$
$
$

(l^JBL^—^^^L2^fc"^
•Available to BGSU off-campus/commuting
^FTjSy^^^^^
under grad student in good standing with the University.

student cente*

Free food and No cover with college ID.

Candidates will be considered in the basis of their contributions to
off-campus commuting students, the Non Traditional Student Assoc..
the OfT-Campus Connection student organization and/or the
Hazel H. Smith Off Campus Student Center.
Applications are now available at these locations:
.y/'L
The Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center.
2*3
Ground Level Mosley Hall
p\
The Office of Student life. 40S saddlemire Student Services Building
The Financial Aid Office. 23I Administration Building

Wednesdays- Amateur Night
10 pm $300 1st prize $100 2nd prize.

Thursdays- Apparel Night is Back
Wear your deia Vu hat or T-shirt and get in Free!

Fridays- Free for All Fridays

Attention Clais ot 2000!
eGrad will be at Dance Marathon.
Visit our table to see what
We're all about.

Freshly Popped Popcorn Daily'
At the Off-Campus Student Center
Ground Floor. Moseley Hall
11am-4pm
$.50 donation lor the Barbara Y. Keller
Scholarship benefiting commuter &
off-campus students.

FOX-

Great prize giveaways all night.

Classified
Ads
372-6977

First ever Senior Week is coming1
April 24-27
Beyond BG April 27
8-10pm Anderson Arena
Prizes, food & fun!
Get your Beyond BG t-shirt on the
Education Steps for $13!

Jordan stays working behind the
scenes; wants to quit endorsing
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Personals

ATM

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Saturdays- Couples Night
Bring in your lady and get in free.

We're voted the #1 Adult
Nightclub Chain in the US!

msm

135 S. Bvme Rd. Toledo 531-0079 M-W 12pm-2am Th-F 12pm-4am Sat 3pm-4am Sun 5pm-2am

Applications are due - 5:00 Friday. March 31, 2000
All applications should be flrected to:
Hazel H. Smith Memorial Scholarship Committee c/o Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center
Mosley Hall (ground level) - BGSU Bowling Green. OH. 43403-0153

$s$ssss$sssss$$s$$ss$s$$$sss$ss$sss$s$
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Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

The Gavel' Dance Marathon
Look for the special Dance Marathon
issue of The Gavel
in tomorrow's BG News
The Gavel' Dance Marathon

1-2 female subleasers needed. May thru
Aug. 2000 Contact Krista at 353-2434

Camp counselors 4 lifeguards needed for
co-ed summer camp near Ann Arbor.
Room, board & salaiy. 734-878-6628

Bartenders/waitresses, part time, no exp.
necessary. Call 352-2149.

SUMMER JOBS
Female and male counselors needed
for top children's camp In Main*.
Top salary, room/board/laundry, clothing
& travel allowance provided. Must love
children and have skill in one or more ot
the following activities: archery, arts ft
crafts (ceramics, stained glass, jewelry),
basketball, canoeing, kayaking, dance
(tap. pointe & jazz), field hockey, golf,
gymnastics (instructors & qualified spotters), horseback nding/English hunt seal,
lacrosse, digital photography, videographer, piano accompianist,
pioneering/camp craft, ropes (challenge
course, 25 stations), sailing, soccer, softball, tennis, theatre, theatre techmaans
(set design, costumer), track & field, volleyball, waterskiing (slalom, trick, baretoot, lumping), W.S.iySwim instructors,
windsurfing. Also opportunities for nurses,
HTML/web design and secretaries.
CAMP VEGA FOR GIRLS!
COME SEE USI
www.campvega.com
E-mail: jobs@campvega.com
Call 1-800-838-VEGA
We will be on your campus Tuesday,
March 28, 2000-Olscamp Hall Rm 104
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
FROM 10AM-4PM.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.

1 subleaser needed May-Aug 00 Helluva
Pad! 1 bedroom 224 1/2 Troup Ave 353-

Summer Work lor Student*
Men willing to learn and work on wood
floors including gym floors. Starting when
school is out for the summer until the end
ot August. Work consists of operating
equipment, including floor buffers and
floor sanding machines. Also measuring,
laying out and painting game lines and art
work. And applying gym floor finishes. We
will thoroughly train you in all phases ot
the work. Job pays $8.00 per hour. You
can expect between 40-50 hours per
week. Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual and reliable and willing to accept
responsibility. Please contact Bob Koch
' 419-385-5814 or fax resume to
419-385-6483.

3-4 subleasers needed ASAP 2 bedroom, 1 bath, furnished apt Call Melissa
or Jean 354-4392.

Unlimited Tannmg-1 monlh-$25
Unlimited till end ot linals-$40
352-7889
Worried about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests Confidential and
Caring 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Wanted

Rmte. needed May 2000-May 2001.
$190 mo. & util. Own room, dose to campus. 353-3465 or 372-6931. Kristina
Subleaser needed ASAP
Spacious efficiency, ask 199/mo. obo
Until August. Furnished, dose to campus.
Call Max a 353-9383 or email O
makarovabgne1.bgsu.edu
Subleaser wanted
5/10-7/27 call 372-6058
Located off Napoleon
SuWeaser/s Wanled for summer
2 bedroom apt. 8 140 1/2 Manville
Call 353-9336 for more inlo.

Alpha Phi is looking for 2 new houseboys
for 2000-2001 school year. Contact Jenny
if interested, 372-6759.
Looking for a SUMMER JOB that will
work around your class schedule? The
Office of Admissions is hiring TOUR
GUIDES. Applications are now available
in 110 McFall Center and are due by
5:00pm on Friday. March 31st. Contact
the Tour Guide Office at 372-2086 with
questions.

Subleasers needed ASAP. New home,
1457 Scott Hamilton 4 bdrm Call 3730294

Help Wanted

'Needed cleaning people 2 weeks starting graduation day. Plus general labors
starting now & graduation for summer.
Call 353-0325.
400 Counselor-:, instructors needed1 Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains. PA.
Lohikan. 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com.

TH-B. AT-TZC
Untane tlzxiCA* Cmtiue

TACO
ALAMBRES
10% OFF
HAPPY HOUR
3PM-7PM
All discounts with student ID

- DOWNTOWN-

CORNEROFWOOSTER&MAIN
353-2505
«*

Attention Caffeine Addicts
Dependable help needed for espresso
drive-thru in Maumee Flexible daytime
hours. Liberal starting wage.
Call 354-6007.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
ALSO HIRING FOR
SUMMER POSITIONS
Pan Time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
4 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00am-10:00am
B Shift: 10:1 Sam-1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
D Shift: 4.30pm-7:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703
Babysit professor's children (3 yr. old
twins) in Perrysburg. 1-6 Tues and/or Fn.
S7/hr. 372-8111

Management Inc.
STILL HAVE SOME OPENINGS

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
IMisdate Apts. 1082 Fairview.
1 bdrm. Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal/ Air Conditioner
Stan at $380.

Call 353-5800

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT

CAMP STAFF
Resident camp (or youth with diabetes.
Work one or two weeks
July 28-August 19. General and special
start positions. Call CODA
1 -800-422-7946 or 1 -614-486-7124 or
email at coda@dtabetesohio.org.
College students don't look
past this opportunity!
Need an income, but not a job?
E-commerce offers you a way to earn
$100S weekly plus $200 each mth and
free gas. Set your own hours. Be your
own boss. 1-888-293-8566. pin 7343.
Dishwashers needed
10am - 2pm and 5pm - 10pm
Liberal starting wage!
Apply at Kaufman's at the Lodge
1628 E. Wooster St.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5 30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.
Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs" Student Groups
Student organizations earn $i,00-$2,000
with the easy campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
campusfundraiser com, (888) 923-3238
or visit wym.rampusfundraiser.cofT,
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs and
Student Groups
Earn S1000-S2000 this semester with the
easy CIS fundraiser event. No sales
required. Fundraiser dates filling quickly.
so call 1-888-839-3385.
GAIN PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
BEST SUMMER JOB IN BG
Student Publications is now accepting
applications for sales account executives.
Gain valuable sales experience selling
phone directory ads to local businesses.
Positions require 15-20 hours per week
and run from May through July. Students
must have excellent communication skills.
be highly motivated and have own
transportation. Stop by 204 West Hall for
an application or call Toby at 372-0430
for more info.

HEATHERDOWNS COUNTRY CLUB
Toledo Area Golf Course has seasonal
Golf Shop and Bagroom positions
available between Apnl 1st and
October 31st. Immediate hiring (or
motivated females and males. Great
wages, flexible schedules, exciting
environment, will train.
Contact Jason at (419) 385-0248 EOE.
Help wanted-Lawn and landscape (no
mowing). Full or part time. Part time must
be available full days. 4 miles from campus. Start at $8.50 per hour Phone 3569695.
Help wanted/Part time: Students needed
as therapy assistants for 6 yr. old boy with
autism No experience necessary. 419382-3716
Landscape positions available Mowing
crew member, landscape installation crew
member, and garden maintenance crew
member. Full or part time. 419-832-0239.
Nillson's a full service landscape companyLIFEGUARDS WANTED FOR SUMMER
Portage Quarry, bring certification cards.
Classes for certification begin now.
Apply O 111 S. Main St.
Line Cooks Needed
7am - 1 pm and 5pm - 10pm
Liberal starting wage!
Apply at Kaufman's at the Lodge
1628 E. Wooster St.
Mike's Party Mart, a popular BG family
owned business, has an opening for a pt
sales clerk,12-24 hr/wk. Enjoy working in
a fun, relaxed setting. Musi live in the BG
area throughout the summer & be honest, friendly, neat, dependable &
avail.wknds. Apply T-F Q 834 S. Main in
the "Big Lots Plaza" 352-9259.
Misc. worker needed. Start ASAP. 20-30
hrsAvk, flex, hrs., must also be able to
work summer. Job incl. painting, shoveling, mowing, trash pickup, etc. Apply at
Buckeye Inn 8-4 M-F Ask for Tim. 352-

1520.
Music Director-25/30 hr wk start July.
$25-30.000 per exp. & skills.
Resume to Trinity United Methodist
Church, 200 N. Summit, Bowling Green,
OH 43402.
Spring Landscape Workers
352-2095
Summer Counselors
Great start-Great facilities-Great Experience, N.Y.S. Co-ed Resident Camp 2
hours NYC. Athletics. Baseball, Basketball, Tennis, Roller Hockey, Swimming,
Waterskiing, Boat River, Woodworking,
Photography. Ceramics, Ropes/Wall,
Kennybrook-633 Saw Mill River Road,
Ardsley, NY. 10502 Fax (914) 693-7678,
1-800-58-Camp21 E-mail:
Kennybrook OAOL.com.

I'M) E Washington Street. Rowling <>reen

Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios. Large I bdrm. laundry
on site. Starts at $250
Call 353-5800

..kVvty

S475/mo.
12 mo. lease

NEWLY REMODELED

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
1 bdrm BRAND NEW/
Starts al $400 Call 353-5800

/CJEfcCA
Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourih St.,

I bdrm. Remodeled/Air

9 1/2 month lease available
Furnished & Unfurnished
803 - 815 8th St. / Avoi.Now 8< Fall
COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER!
S550/mo.. 12 mo. lease
The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry foatties
in bldg.. ale. quiet.
From S395/mo.

Conditioned Starts at $400

Management Inc.
Parkview Apt. 1048 N. Main
1 & 2 bdrm
Starts al $365

Call 353-5800
Stop by our offi« al 1045 N. Main SI
For complcK li-m>p or (all .15.1-5S00
www.wcnel.ont/-iiwtca

The HomesteodGtaduate Housing
One and two bedroom A/C,
on-ste laundry, ceramic Me.
soundproof construction, skylights
d&hwashers. vaulted ceilings
From $450/mo.

Call 354-6036
From 9 - 5

Take a virtual tour at:
www.wcnet.otg/-Highland

323 and 331 Mercer Rd. (Limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.

On Campus Interviews!
March 30, 2000
Established in 1934. Steak n Shake is a rapidly growing leader in the restaurant industry with a strong tradition of quality food and friendly service. We have been so successful that we will be doubling our size over the next five years with more than 300
new restaurants! As a member of our team, you will enjoy a successful and rewarding
career in management with the following phenomenal benefits.
•Profit Sharing 'Employee Stock Purchase Plan
•Bonuses »Paid Vacation •Health/life Insurance
•Comprehensive Training «5 day work week *and Much More!
One of the 200 Best Small Companies in America!
(as rated by Forbes magazine, 1997, 1998)

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Ideal candidates will be energetic, people oriented individuals with excellent communication and leadership skills. A college degree and/or 2 years previous experience is
preferred for these key positions.
Visit the Career Resource Office to schedule an interview, or forward resume, indicating job code, to: Steak n Shake, Attn: Frank Produska, Job Code: TAT31200, 830
Morrison Rd. Gahanna, OH 43230. Fax: 330 963-3961. A Consolidated Products
Company (NYSE Symbol COP). Steak n Shake is an equal opportunity employer, committed to a diverse workforce.

o.
GREENBRIAR. INC.

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm • Saturday 9am-1 pm
224 E. Wooster, Bowling Green

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

3 mini-Schnauzer puppies, AKC, $350.
353-2341.
84 Honda Accord
2 new tires.
$500. Call 352-4666.

For Rent

12 month leases starting May 19, 2000:
230 N. Enterprise «C-1 Br-1 personS345 * util.
266 Manville-1 Br-1 person$360 ♦ util.
322 E. Court-1 Br-1 person$390 incl all util.
420 S. Summit-2 Br-2 person$420 - util.
453 S Prospect 1C-1 Br-1 person$370 * Gas/elec.
605 Fifth »C-2 Br-2 person$390 • util
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666

719 4th. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, central air,
dishwasher, on-site laundry, no pets.
$650/mo. + dep. & utils Avail. May 17th.
353-0494
725 4th. 3 bedrooms. 2 baths, central air,
dishwasher, on-site laundry, no pets.
$800/mo + dep. & utils Avail May 17th
353-0494.
Apartments 352-3445
2 bdrm. turn. 704 Fifth St
1 bdrm. (grad students) 601 Third
2 bdrm. unfurn. (yr. lease) 710 7th.
GEORGETOWN MANOR
|800 3rd ST gdhov@wcnet.org 354-9740
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing
1 bdrm starts $395 & elec/tree heat
2 bdrm starts S545 & elec/free heal
W/D lacil. AC. Parking/walk-in closet,
furn./unlurn renovated, quiet, no pets

HOUSE FOR R~ENT
955 N Main, 3-BDRM Home,
Avail. 5/1/00, very clean, A/C.
$750/mo, 353-7547
Houses lor rent: All 12 month leases, ten
ants pay utilities, security deposit & pa
rental guarantees.
233 West Merry-4< unrelated people, 4
BR, $740, avail Aug. 23
316 Ridge(Front)-2 BR. $600 avail. May 23
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
after 5:00pm.
Looking tor a place to live?
wwwhousing101.net..
Your move off campus!
Nice 2 bdrm apt. near downtown. Avail,
immed thru August All util included except gas 353-5800
Subleaser needed lor summer. 1 block
from campus Call 353-0628 ask for Ryan
for details.
Subleaser(s) needed. $440/mo. * elec.
5:00 to 8:00 call Kim 354-6694.

'"Apts. Large & Small Houses
Houses 916 3rd St. 6 bdrm. incl. util
916 cut $275/mo S 211 below $150/mo.
211 E. Reed St., up new carpet, for 5-6
Duplexes, all 1 or 2 bdrm; starts $300
Apts. available 9,12 or 15 pymt lease
316 4 311 E. Merry, 1 or 2 bdrm apts
As low as $425/mo., furnished, A/C
One Sem leases avail./ rooms
$205/mo-util. incl.
353-0325 9a.m.- 9p.m.
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning ot May of 2000
352-7454

Summer subleaser needed May-Aug.. 1
bedroom apt, 1 block from campus-Cats
& Dogs ok Call 354 3229 leave message.
Summer subleasers needed at 120 N.
Prospect *4 w/2 BDR, very spacious,
nexttoBW3. 352-9523.
Summer Subleasing. 2 bedroom apt.
close to campus, washer/dryer in apt.
Hemzsite Apt. Complex, 353-4449.

1 bdr. apt. across from campus. Avail
May, for one year lease. $350/month +
utilities. Call (419) 893-1277, evenings.

Village Green Apts.
2 bedroom Apts.
Available lor August.
Call 354-3533.
WINTHROP TERRACE
APTS., 400 E Napoleon BG. OH.
1 S 2 BDRM apts avail.
Call 352-9135.

See what's new
in the news!!

wwsrawraoMMft

HOT SOI
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NEWIPVE
Rentals

First Month's Total Rent *Limited Time
HURRY... Expires 3131100

1986 Pontiac 6000 Runs good. Many
new parts, 106K, $975 obo. Must sell.
Call Jon at 352-3805.

HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police
impounds! 0 down. 24 mo. at 19 9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 exl. 4558.

$100 OFF
-MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS-

1-3 female summer subleasers needed,
$225 per mo ♦ utilities. 4 bedrm home on
Wooster directly across from McFall. Call
372-2221 or email
dhine@bgnet.bgsu edu.

Graduate apartment available for rent
ASAP New, close to campus, quiet. Call
419-472-2503 for more inlo.

For Sale

Dreamcast. 3 controllers, 4 games.
2 VUs. $320. 353-0558.

2 bedroom Apts.

<.
N.-^
'■'VW

Work from home and love it.
1-800-707-5003 exl 8861
Home Biz Ness Basics

^
1,2.3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Pnvate Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

'97 Ford Ranger. 29K miles, 5 speed, CO,
A/C, $8200 obo Kevin 354-3087.

Jay-Mar Apartments
fV&**£

419-476-6640

93 Ford Tempo Runs great 115K, 900
obo 419-353-8085

354-6036
SeriOUS Sludcnts/( iraduate Students
Avail. Now & Fall

Management Inc.

Too many customers-not enough dancers
No exp. necessary, will train. FT/PT

4933.

1111/2 E. Main SUsa— One bedroom
unfurnished upper duplex. $460.00 per
month plus utilities for a 12 month lease.
212 & 300 Chlc»eoSl..Norlh Baltimore:
Two bedroom unfurnished appartments.
$410.00 per month plus utilities for a 12
month lease.
202 W, IMiD St,.PPrtlgt; Two bedroom
unfurnished lower duplex. S475.0O per
month plus utilities for a 12 month lease.
119 S. Second Si..Port»gp: Two bedroom
unfurnished house. Close to park. $550.00
per month plus utilities for a 12 month leasej
100 Water St..Poriage: Three bedroom
unfurnished house. One car garage. Close to I
park. $590.00 per month plus utilities for a
12 month lease.
332 S. Main St.

352-5620

Visit our website:
nnn.nenloverealty.com

Visit McDonald's G.T. Deli,
Chily's Convience Store
GwipM&
or the Galley to receive
your "INSTANT WINNER" game

card while they last.
A chance to

In 913>91

oo

or Free Soup]
BUY SOUP... GET GAME CARD I

From March 20-311"
FtG

Free soup coupons are
redeemable til April 30 at
participating locations only.

*2* *Jl

UNIVEI
DINING
SERVICES

